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Current definitions seem to meet the tests of clarity, currency and utility in this field
The definition of educational technology: An emerging stabi I ity by Donald P. Ely
The ferment over the definition of the field of ed uca· tional technology seems to have subsided. The introspec· l ion which characterized the growth and development of this eclectic field has turned to other matters. Profession· als in the field appear to be satisfied that current defini· lions are reasonably serviceable. Efforts are directed toward living out the definitions which have emerged In the past dozen years. In this period of relative calm, It seems appro· priate to review the current state of definition and to iden · tify the remaining issues which still need to be debated.
Why bother? · When James D. Fi nn wrote the foreword for one of the first official defin itions of the field (1963) , he chose the words of Confucius to lend weight to the need for defini· tion :
"If the Princ e of Wei were to ask you to take over the government, what would you put first on your agenda?" " The o ne thi ng needed," replied the Master, " is the definition of terms. If terms are ill·de· fined, s tatements disagree with tacts; when statements disagree with facts, business is mismanaged; when business is mismanaged, order and harmony do not flourish; when order and harmony do not flourish, then justice be· comes arbitrary; and when justice becomes arbitrary, the people do not know how to move hand or foot." (p.iv) Donald P. Ely is professor of instructional design, development and evaluation and director of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources at Syra· cuse University.
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Definitions are required to give a consistent meaning to a word or term. This consistency provides a common referent for users of the word or term. It permits a universe of discourse among users and woufd·be users. A well·de· fined term facilitates communication. It serves as a short· hand for ind ividuals who share a common meaning.
When a field is defined, individuals gain the benefits of a precise definition in their day·tO·day operations. Such definitions help to indicate who is "in· " and who is "out.''
The purpose of such a distinction in a broad field such as education is an aid to relating one area to another. Defini· lions do not create a field but, rather, help to explai n its functions, purposes and roles to those within and those outside the area.
Some major decisions·rest upon the adequacy o f a definition. For example, In determ ining content of a pro· fessional curriculum and potential overlap of one area with another, a definition can assist in charting the terri· tory. Certification requi rements for personnel are some· times predicated on definitions which have been prepared and sanctioned by professional groups. Job descriptions may be written around definitions as func tional responsi· bi Ii ties are inferred from the words used.
A SO·year perspective Definitions have followed the changing paradigms of the field. Definitions have been tied to the prevalent labels of the field. In the pre-World War II period, the visual edu· cation or audiovisual education term was used . The defini· tion of Hoban, Hoban and Zlsman (1937) was illustrative of the various definitions which emphasized the products or things of the field. Lumsdaine referred to this perspective as the physical science approach to the field (1964) .
" A visual aid is any picture, model, object o r device which provides concrete visual experience to the learner fort.he purpose of (1) introducing, building up, enriching, or clarifying abstract concepts, (2) developing desirable attitudes, and (3) stimulating further activity on the part of the learner." (p. 9) This definition persisted through the post World War II period and well into the 1960s. In some quarters its strength was evident in part of the definition of educa· tional technology offered by the Presidential Commission on Instructional Technology (1970) . The Report said that the field could be defined in two ways.
" In its more lam ii iar sense it means the media born of the communications revolution which can be used for in· structional purposes alongside the teacher, textbook and blackboard ... the pieces that make up instruct ional tech· nology: television, films, overhead projectors, computers and the other items of 'hardware' and •software.' "(p. 21 J This concept presented a stumbling block to prof es· sionals who were attempting to accelerate the evolution of the field to a more contemporary Interpretation. Even as the communications emphasis emerged in the late 1950s and early 196-0s, there were attempts to bring this major conceptual contribution Into the definition of the field. In 1961, during his presidential term of the Department of Audiovisual Instruction (DAVI), James D. Finn established the Commission on Definition and Terminology. The work of this Commission was supported by the Technological Development Project, a USOE·funded program within the National Education Association. The Commission report (1963) was published as Monograph #1 of the Project and was issued as Volume 11, No. 1 
of AV Communication Re· view.
Educational Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 2 . • The 1963 deffnltlon drew upon learning theory and communication and used the term audiovisual communi· cation as a temporary expedient.
"Audiovisual communication is that branch of educa· tional theory and practice concerned primarily with the de· sign and use o f messages which control the learning pro· cess." (p. 18)
The strong behavioral emphasis at the time seemed to call tor the word "control," but the objections from the field were many and the definition was altered by some users to "facili tate" ralherthan "control."
The work of the Commission continued for another 15 years with one interim definition In 1972 prior to the current monumental work, Tile Definition of Educational Technology (1977) . The 1972 definition seemed to be a natural evolution and incorporated the new directions in which the field was moving. The behavioral science as· pect of the field was becoming evident.
"Ed ucational technology is a field involved In the fa· cllitatio n of human learn ing through the systemati c identi· ficatlon, development, organization and utilization of a full range of learning resources and through the management of these processes." (p. 36) The Association for Educational Commun. lcations and Technology (AECT, formerly DAVI) was responsible for the major definitions of the field from the establish· ment of the Commission on Definition and Terminology to the present. The one highly visible effort outside the pro· fessionat field was the Presidential Commission on In· structional Technology which reported its findings in 1970. The first part of the definition (stated earlier) fa· cused on the products of the field; the second part recog· nized the metamorphosis which was taking place.
" (Instructional technology) ... is a systematic way of designing, carrying out, and evaluating the total process of learning and teaching in terms of specific objectives, based on research in human learning and communication and employing a combl nation of human and nonhuman resources to bring about more effective instruction. " (p. 21) This definition has been widely used. It is often quoted as the defin ition of the field even though AECT has publ ished its definitive work. The AECT defin ition stemmed largely from the work of Silber (1970) and was further developed by a diligent and hardcore group within the Definition and Terminology Committee. The definition first appeared in 1977 after drafts had been discussed by the ed ucational technology community within AECT and revised several times by the Committee. The first sen· tenc e of the definition is o ften used to represent the entire statement.
"Educational technology is a complex, integrated process, Involving people, procedures, ideas, devices and organization, for analyzing problems and devising , imple · mentlng, evaluating and managing solutions to those problems, Involved in all aspects of human learning." (p. 1) The introductory sentence before the definition itself states that " The following defi nition-all 16 parts-are meant to be taken as a whole; none alone constitutes an adequate definition of educational technology." (p. 1) This warning has caused some concern among those who are accustomed to terse dictionary cleflnit ions and may have led to reduced usage among members of the profession.
Issues
There appears to be no hue and cry for a new or re· vised definition of educational tech nology. It could be that the silence connotes satisfaction with the definitions which now exist. It could be that there are more important matters before the community. It could be that those who were so vitally concerned with definit ions are tired and have moved on to other projects. There is a Defin ition and Terminology Committee of AECT, but there do not seem to be any major issues on the agenda. What are the issues regarding definition for the ed ucational technology pro· fessionals?
1. Which definition will survive? Clearly, the 1977 AECT definition-all 16 parts of it-serves as the official statement o f the profession. The publication has gone through several printings and Is In high demand through· out the world. It serves as a comprehensive explication of what the field is about. Neophyte professionals study it as the fountainhead of the field's origins and scope. It will persist for many years and will be the touchstone for any future efforts. The need for a shorter dictionary definition will probably be lilied by the second definition of the Presidential Comm ission on Instructional Technology (1970) .
It is succinct and self-standing. Its simple elegance communicates the purpose, processes, and fundamental elements of the field. It carries the wei"ght of a dist 1o1· guished panel who made up the Commission . The 1970 definition has wi thstood more than a decade of use and has not been seriously challenged.
It is likely that both definitions will survive but for dlf· ferent purposes. They are not basically incompatible, but it Is unfortunate that there cannot be a sing le definition which binds the profession and is widely accepted by all.
Who is In and Who is Out?
The rapid development of the computer in schools has brought about the emer· gence of a new group of specialists who are calling them· selves "ed ucational technologists." They have embraced the label but not the concepts of the field. The current crop of computer specialists in education consists primarily of teachers and professors who have acquired skills with the microcomputer and feel compelled to share this knowledge with others. There is nothing wrong with this advocacy but to call such people " educational technologists" is to violate the prevailing definitions oflhe field.
There is a familiar ring to the enthusiasm for one medium or device. Educational technologists who have been active for many years have seen the single Issue zealot who pushed films, radio, television, programmed in· struction and several other med ia during the past 50 years. The people in education who advocate microcomputers demonstrate some of the same characteristics as their earlier colleagues who believed that one medium or another was about to revolution ize education. They feel that they have discovered a device or med ium which wil l engage the learners as no teacher has ever clone; they see potential for optimum learning by creating replicable in· structional packages which can be used throughout the nation; and they feel that the use of microcomputers is consistent with the American technological psyche, which embraces new technologies as new relig ions. There is nothing inherently "wrong" about these perceptions; they are simply naive in light of the history of innovations in schools.
3. Are the prevalllng definitions of educational tech· notogy too broad? To "outsiders," the first impression of the 1977 AECT defin ition is one of brash overextension. Colleagues in education arg ue that the definition includes 3 all of education: " .•. (an) integ rated process, Involving people, procedures, ideas, devices and organization , for analyzing problems and devising, implementing. evaluat· Ing and managing solutions to those problems, involved In all aspects of human learning." That involves all of educa· lion, especially teaching. It is difficult to counter such arguments except to say that the definition goes on for seven pages and that all sixteen parts must be read to get the complete statement.
The future of educational technology definitions Educational technology as a field of study Is rela· tlvely new among the fields and disciplines. It is a field marked with significant changes during the past 50 years. The attempts to define the field have reflected a concern for Its raison d'etre. A healthy exploration of the rationale and concepts of any field must be to its credit. Educa· tional technology has been diligent in serious contempla· lion of Its roots and its future direction. The definitions which have surfaced in the past two decades show matur· lty and growth . Even though the past live years have been relatively calm In regard to definition, it has been a time of testing. The 1977 AECT definition appears to be serving the profession well. The 1970 Presidential Commission definition provides the succinct statement which many people require to communicate the essence of the field.
It does not appear as If new efforts to define the field will develop as long as the current definitions meet the tests of clarity, currency, and utility. Confuci us would be pleased. 
Eduo11tion111 Considerations
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Educational Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 2 [1983] The problem confronting every teacher or researcher concerned with the contributions of media to lnstruc· tional practice and learner achievement Is one of determining which theoretical constructs about media and learner characteristics offer the most promise of slgnill· cant increases in learning. This is a problem of long stand· Ing-traceable to early research efforts at the beginnings of this century and even earlier in philosophical discus· sions. The search Is as current today as it was years ago. A major difference between today and yesterday, however, is that so much knowledge has been accumulated about the nature of media and the nature of learners that old no· tions have changed about med ia/learner relationships and about the utility of some of the more traditional re· search/theoretical orientations.
To reduce the problem to its essent ials, It seems rea· sonable to focus on two main aspects o f the relationship, i.e. (a) current conceptualizations about the nature and functions of media (in formation forms)', and (b) current understandings and theoretical observations about learn· ing which, in turn, affect conceptualizations about media and their uses.
In considering med ia applications to Instruction, it is important to first address changes in conceptualizations about the processes of learning because It Is against this backdrop that media must be examined. The major source of new ideas In recent years concerning how learning may be viewed has been provided by theories related to informa· lion processing, storage, and retrieval and to computers to which they are linked (Travers, 1982) . Most studies of media applications to instruction in the first five or six decades o f this century were built upon earlier theoretical positions. That is, the effec ts upon learners of exposure to media of various kinds under vary· Ing conditions were analyzed primarily as stimulus pre· sentations which were to aid In making connect ions be· tween the learner's repertoire and the new material to be learned . In the S·R model of research, tor example, the as· sumption was made that med ia were primary sources for changes in learner behavior, that there was a direct "connection" between the stimulus acting upon the perceptual system and learner response with minimal concern about the internal processes and memory stores which affected the change.
This earlier period of research was also characterized by the "gross-comparative" model, such as comparing the effects upon learners of a motion picture with the effects of a film strip. The results of this research have been sum· marlzed in an analysis o f the 25-year history of Audio Visual Communication Review • (Torkelson, 1977) . In the great majority of cases, conclusions of gross-comparative studi es were of no significant differences among varl· ables. While it is not my purpose here to elaborate upon this earlier research, I make reference to it to suggest that its theoretical bases were generally inadequate tor deter· mining the actual functions o f media in processes of learning. With some exceptions, most of the research d id not attempt to gather evidence about the effects of varying the internal structure o f media or of the effects of learner idiosyncracies upon media effectiveness.
Support tor a refined look at media/learn ing relation· ships came from a number of quarters. Government spon· sored research in motion picture characteristics as related to learning in the late 1940s and 50s was one source;
another was the programmed Instruction movement which examined the effects of modifying elements within frames of information on learner performance. This attention to variables within information forms also led to a growing awareness that it was necessary to look more closely at the internal conditions of learners as factors affecti ng re· actions to information.
Thus, there has developed a theoretical position that currently focuses upon learning as a processing of infor· mation, an orientation deemed more productive for dis· covering the relationships o f media to processes of learn. ing than was possible In earlier assoclallonlst theories. Impetus was given also for this theoretical change by ex· pandlng knowledge about the physio logical, perceptual and cognitive mechanisms that learners use to receive, process, store and retrieve Information. ti learning is regarded primarily as the processing of information, then teaching-the other half of the relation· ship-may logically be thought of as Information presen· tation. As Derr (1979) has said, teaching can do nothing more than induce learning; It cannot presume to expect that learning will occur automallcally. Learning is a private ' The word "media" shoukl b9 lntorp1otOO 01 o coove-11lonce 1errn lo' sn forms ot lnfo1mi1:ion, 'Ed u~allonsl Com111unleallon tnd TechnOloOY Jo111ntl l.3 the iVC:<::OS!IO' 10 AVCA. 5 affair, subject to the whims and repertoire that the learner brings to bear on the information at hand.
As is true with most theoretical formulations, there are progenitors that go back into history. The caution that one must look at the characteristics of learners, their past experiences, their value systems, and their predi lections as bases for discovering principles of media usage is not new. Such a caution was voiced in AVCR from its beginnings in 1953. The first Issue of the periodical contained a discussion by Norberg urging the need to study the intricacies of human perception as a basis for determining functions of media. By 1961and 1962, respectively, AVCR had produced two special issues on learning and on perception theory.
More recently (1975), AVCR published a special issue on aptitude treatment interaction (All) in recognition of a growing interest in this type of research and as an offshoot of the programmed instruction movement. Al l represents the theoretical position that having knowledge of the interactive effects of learner aptitudes with instructional treatments would make it possible to predict the proper types of treatments {methods and materials) that would insure given learner responses. But All has also had its problems in establishing absolute interactions among almost infinite numbers of learner variables that are the result of idiosyncratic physical, mental, maturational and cultural conditions. Also, in ATI one must face the dilemma of predicting over time the behavior of dynamic, changing individuals by means of aptitude measures that tend primarily to be slices of a spectrum ol aptitudes (see Cronbach & Snow, 1977) . Salomon (1979 Salomon ( , 1981 has published two books which explore med ia as symbol systems that Interact with the cognitive, social and psychological aspects o f learners. This theoretical approach supports the idea that med ia must be viewed more as agents for presenting information than as agents that become direct stimuli for given responses. As has been aptly expressed along this line {Clark, 1982) in a critical review of a recently published critique of 60 years of research in media:
We cannot claim any advantage of one medium over another when student achievement is the issue. Media do not contribute to learning any more than the vehicles that deliver experts to a problem-solving conference contribute to the eventual solution of the same. The choice between instructional mediums is based simply and finally on their capacity to carry the In· tended message and our resources. I am presuming that "our resources" refers to the learn · er's repertoire.
If we accept current conceptualizations of learning as information processing and the idiosyncracies of learners as crucial factors in receiving , processing, storing and re· trleving of information -then what logically become the functions of media? First, we must dispel the notion, as Clark has indi· cated, that media are the primary agents that promote learning in and of themselves. Media, in fact, act primarily as agents for providing information. This means, also, that instead of accepting only the traditional five senses as avenues for gathering information, we need to expand our considerations to include what Travers (1982) labels as the five information collection systems. He separates visual and auditory as two of the systems, but he combines taste and smell into one and discusses the touch receptors in 6 the skin and joints as "haptic" and the basic orienting system as the fifth category. The latter refers to two sets of three canals in each inner ear, not as part of the hearing mechanism but as an Information collection system . There is also a reference to pain as another information system, although not as clearly understood as the others. It becomes obvious that one must look carefully at the spectrum of information sources t11rough which learners ac· quire knowledge of their world. An analysis of media (in· formation forms) in such a context requires going beyond traditional audiovisual terminology and also requires an expanded, more generic interpretation of media functions.
Considering that teaching may be likened to information presentation and learning likened to ir>formation processing, terminology to express these conceptualizations ought to reflect this broader orientation. Given this need to name generic c onditions, for the past decade or so I have been urging the use of the terms message, message forms and message carriers as Clesignators for the broad spectrum of information and information transmission systems. Messages encompass any and every kind of information that one person may wish to transmit to any other person. Message forms also include a subcategory of codes or signs that combine to give the message sub· stance or to which the learner must attend as sources of information . Codes are such things as lines, edges, color, texture, shape and so on, which learners use to differenti· ate forms and kinds of information. This notion of codes is used by Salomon (1979) when he discusses media as sym· bol systems and when he promotes the notion that the greater the isomorphism or similarities between the cod· ing systems in the message and the coding systems avail· able in the learner's repertoire, the more likely that learn· Ing will take place and that the learner may use these cod· Ing systems to aid in the processing of information.
Message carriers, referred to above, d ifferen tiate the message form from the instrumentation used to make the messsage form available to the learner. For example, an overhead projector is a message carrier in that it Is the mechan ism for projecting an image (message form). Wh He it is convenient to separate message forms from message carriers for purposes of considering their separate contribu tions to learner perceptions, there are undoubtedly subtle effects of cypes of transmission upon percept ion of the message conveyed . Viewing a television Image in one's living room would probably have different effects upon interpretation of the message than would be the effect of viewing the identical image In the classroom.
Any human communicator may-at times or simultaneously-be a message form and a carrier. In the former instance, a learner may attribute value to the message conveyed by the other person in terms of the learner's atli· tude toward that person, thus affecting the acceptance and Interpretation of the message being conveyed. At the same time, a person is a message carrier by being the physical means for transmitting the message. The crucial Issue in separating message forms from their carriers is to focus on the uniqueness and appropriateness of the form and carrier for presenting different kinds of information-recognizing that sometimes it may be difficult to d istinguish between the influences upon the learner of the message form and its carrier.
The effects of media upon processes of learning must take into acceunt what each learner perceives as reality. It is this reality that is brought to bear on the Interpretation of information. The theory of solipsism, for examEducational Considerations pie, suggests that the self can be aware of nothing but its own experiences; that nothing exists or is real except the self. If this is the case, t he reality that a symbol system (source of information) presents is thus real to the extent thal the self gives it reality. Thus, any assumption of a teacher that information will be learned exactly-or even approximately-as presented, runs counter to lhe theory of solipsism. Media thus become information sources for learner In terpretations of the world, suggesting the need for pedagogical techniques that probe student percep· lions of Information rather than assuming student parlor· mance Is related solely to teacher presentation. This concep tualization underlines that any analysis o f media effec tiveness must include the two·fold process of determining the types o f message forms best suited to given in· formation and of determining what actually is perceived by each learner. Popper and Eccles (1978) propose that reality consis ts of three worlds: World 1 is the physical reality, not of solid objects but of empty spac e inhabited In part by atoms and molecules which provide us with the Illusion of solid objects; World 2, al l of the experiences that fill hu· man life; and World 3, the w orld of culture and Ideas which exist Independently of the world. World 3 Influences Worlds 1 and 2. World 3 is the creation of Worlds 1 and 2.
Given the emphasis today upon cognitive psychology and upon new knowledge of the brain and its func tions (Travers, 1982; Chall & Mirsky, NSSE Yearbook, 1978) , It Is apparent that the functions of media (message forms and coding systems) must be analyzed as information systems utilized by learners for interpreting their world . As each of us gathers and interprets various forms of Information in our respective environments, there is no doubt that we Iii· ter information through a complex system of values, expe· riences, and capabilities peculiar to ourselves.
As research indicates, much of what w e respond to in our external world has structure and that perception in· volves recognition of that structure. As we observe struc· ture we also filter out irrelevancies and "pigeonhole" or categorize. It appears that the more exact and precise the information, the more the likelihood of "pigeonholing" or assigning of information to subcategories of one's repertoire. Some authors have described the learning process as a "stimulus sampling" for purposes of comparing new Information with that already known. The "gatekeeper" concept o f cognition suggests that persons respond to and take In Information in terms of wh ich gates they open and close, not In terms of accepting without qualification whatever the Information form presents. Hart (1975) , for example, describes the brain as a structuring mechanism which, In the normal course of events, strives to make sense of and give organization to incoming Information. He contends that lessons structured by the teacher to aid learning may be incompatible with the Inclination of the human to organize information on Its own. Th is point of view raises questions about theories of Instruction and evidence that argue for presenting learners with struc· tures, methodologies, and conceptual Ges talts that are In· tended to accelerate and fix learning, such as the strate· gies for meta·processing or learning how to learn.
Part of the theoretical controversy, which also deter· mines how one determines the relationships of ln forma· lion systems to information processing, relates to basic premises about research methodology. Of current Interest is the reduc tionist versus the construct ivist approaches to research. The former characterizes a good deal of early research in media where all variables were presumed to be held constant while experimental variables were tested. The reductionist approach has as its goal the confirmation or refutation of an a priori theoretical position.
The constructivist approach, on the other hand, is basically a process of theory generation (see Magoon, 1977) . The researcher, such as an anthropologist, ap· proaches the problem or situation with no a priori assump· lions but argues that one must spend enough time on lo· cation to observe the conditions that affec t outcomes.
In the reductionist approach, such as is characteristic of aptitude·treatment·lnteractlon research, one always runs into the question of the validity and reliability of re· search instrumentation and the qu estion of whether, in fact, a measurement of learner aptitudes Is more a slice of a moment in the life of a learner than it is a measure for predicting the interaction of learners with given treat· ments over time.
While the constructionist approach seems more amenable to the documentation and verification of a wide variety of learner and environmental factors as they affect reactions to med ia, there are problems of Insuring that data collection is unbiased.
Research methodology is Introduced here very brief•y only to alert researchers and teachers alike to the need to examine the reliability of methods lor gathering lnforma· lion about the true interactive effects of information gath· ering systems employed by the teacher and learner and the effects of perception , memory and physiological and psychological capabilities o f learners upon the gathering, processing, storing and retrieval of Information.
In applying this brief disc ussion to the practicalities of instruction and research relating to media in particular, it is reasonable that the following areas of investigation would be most appropriate for advancing knowledge con· sistent with an information systems/information process· ing model of media and learning.
1. The un iqueness and appropriateness of coding systems and information forms for conveying different kinds of Information; 2. Methodologies mosl appropriate for maximum in· teraction o f learners with media; 3. Structures within media for focusing learner alten· lion on criteria! elements; 4. Methodologies for determining which learning pro· cesses and memory stores have the greatest effects upon the interpretation of information sources;
5.
The structural elements and coding systems within information forms which may serve as systems for learn· ers to gather and process Information; 6. The influences of different kinds of information forms In shaping the cognitive and affective systems of learners;
7 . The kinds of information forms most appropriate for developing the potential o f each brain hemisphere.
8. The functions of Iconic and propositional informa· lion systems in the processing. storage, and retrieval of in· formation. 
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Educational Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 2 [1983] The decade o f the 1970s ended with expenditures for audio vi sual equipment and materials exceeding the $3 bil· lion per year level. With the introduction and implementa· tlon of microcomputers, video disc, satellite and laser communications, cable television, etc., and the software to be developed for use in these electronic delivery sys· terns, expenditures for audio visual eciuipment and soft· ware materials will reach as tronomical proportions In the decade of the 1980s. Within the varie<I instructional strate· gies the use of the visual medium has ~en optimized, pre· sumably to assist learners in acciuiring, storing, transmit· ting and applying information.
Despite the widespread acceptance and use of visual materials for instructional purposes, surprisingly little is known relative to the instructional effectiveness of differ· ent types of visualized materials, both from the standpoint of how learners react to variations in the amount and kinds of stimulation contained within the various types o f visual delivery systems and how visuals differing in amounts of realistic detail influence learner ach ievement o f different educational objectives. Consequently, d ifficulty has been experienced in designing visualization that will func tion effectively in increasing learner information acquisition of designated eductlonal objecti ves. Th is fact Is evidenced by the large number of experimental studies reviewed by Stickel! (1963), Chu & Schramm (1967) Research on visualized instruction Theorizing and philosophizing about the advantages of visualized instruction and how learners interact, pro· cess, store and retrieve visually acquired information aie useful in establishing general structures which can be used to provide a focus for exploration; however, it is only through experimental research that actual cause and el· feet relationships can be established among variables. Why then is there a scarcity of guidelines for the design and use of visual ized materials, since there is certainly no scarcity of experimental research associated with visu· alized instruction?
An inspection of the experimental research relating to visualized instruction reveals that much of the re· search, in addition to suffering from many of the threats to internal validity identified by Campbell and Stanley (1963) , has additional problems. Th ese problems tend further to complicate data interpretation and frustrate any attempts to derive broad g eneralizations useful to practitioners in the classroom. Following is a sampli ng of the types of complications found in many of the experimental studies: (a) lack of hypotheses or predictions based on theory, (b) the use of content material far removed from that which is commonly taught In the schools, (c) failure !<l identify specifically the type of educational objectives to be achieved by the learners, (d) failure to describe properly the type of visualization used In the study or how it was used-whether it was related or redundant to the ver· balloral information it was designed to complement and (e) failure to specify for how long learners were permitted to view or interact with the visualized instruction and how long of a time span existed between when learners re· ceived the instruction and when they were tested.
Program of Systematic Evaluation
In response to the apparent lack o f information about how to desig n and/or use visua: materials, the Program of Sys tematic Evaluation cf variables associated with visual learning was Initiated at The Pennsylvania State University in 1965. Since its Inception over one hundred exper1men· tal studies involving over 40,000 students have been con· duc:ed by the author and h is colleagues. Research in this program has focused specifically on the instructional el· fects of visualization In the 1eachlng~earnlng processwhere visualized instruction has been presented In a varl· ety of formats: television, synchronized sllde·audiotaped instruction , visual ized programmed Instruction, reg ular textbook type o f instruction (visualized, etc.) . The results from these studies indicate that the use of visual materi· als to complement oral/print Instruc tion can be a powerful strategy to increase student information acqulsltl?n; how· ever, if visuals are used inappropriately and for tbe wrong types of educational objectives, Ins truc tion with visuals Is no more effective than the same Instruction without vi· suals.
In general the research has Indicated that effective· ness and efficiency in visualized Instruction are primarily dependent upon (a) the amount of realistic detail con· tained in the visualization used, (b) the method by which the visualized instruction Is presented to learners (externally paced vs. self.paced), (c) learner characteristics, i:e., intelligence, prior knowledge In the content area, reading and/or oral comprehension level, etc., (d) the type of edu· cational objectives to be achieved by the learners, (e) the technique(s) used to focus learner attention on the essen· tlal Instructional characteristics in the visualized mate· rials, e .g., cues such as questions, arrows, motion, verballvlsual feedback, overt/covert responses, etc., and (f) the type of test format employed to assess learner information acquisition, e.g., for certain types of educational objectives visual tests have been found to provide more valid assessments of the amount of information learners acquire from visualized instruction than verbal tests. In this respect effective visualized instruction (and learning) must be approached not as an Isolated phenomena, but as an Interrelated constituent process operating at varying levels of c omplexity -the elements of which acquire sig· nlficance only in the context In which they are used . Since students are not adept in switch· Ing back and forth from the oral/printed to visual chan· net as the crucial cues aro described in the respective channels, a certain amount o f frustration occu rs caus· Ing the student to block ou t the less familiar comm uni· cation channel (the visual) and concentrate more in· ten tty on the more familiar (the oral or printed).
Research
However, when students are required to be able to demonstrate by identification or drawings: (a) a knowl· edge of the location and Interrelationships among parts or positions inherent In the content, (b) a recollectlon of specific patterns or functions, (c) the ability to produce (via drawings) content relationships (e.g., drawing and positioning correctly the primary parts of an automobile engine, a carburetor, etc.), the use o f visualized Instruction has been found to be signlfl· cantly more effective than Instruction without visualization. 2. The type of visual illustrations most effective in trans· milling information is dependent upon the type of i nformation to be transmitted. For the types of educa· tional objectives Qdenti ficatlon and drawing) where visualization helps improve s tudent achievement, sim· pie line drawings have been found to be the most ef· lective type of visualization. In general, the least effec· tlve type is the more realis tic Illustration. Apparently, the add itional stimuli contained in the realistic draw· lngs and photographs may, by distracting students' attention, interfere with the Information being trans· milted. II seems that reallstlc Illustrations and photographs can be esthetically pleasing and very effective
In acquainting a teamer with reality but are limited for instructional purposes unless the learners are some· what familiar with the material being presented or are experienced In learning from visual materials.
\0
3. Identical visual Illustrations are not equally effective when used for externally paced and self·pa<;ed instruc· lion. The effectiveness of a particular type of visual in promoting student learning depends on the amount of time students are permitted to interact with the visual· ized instruction . In general, tor students receiving externally paced instruction, the simple line drawings have been found to be most effective; tor s tudents receiving self-paced Instruction, the more realistic detailed , shaded draw· lngs are most effec tive.
Students part icipating in externally paced instruc· lion (slide/audiotape, television) view their respective instruction tor equal amounts ot time. The process of identification and d iscrimination is time consuming; the more intricate the visual stlmuli, the tonger it takes for the student to identify and absorb the information. The more realistic illustrations contain more informa· l ion than the less realistic, but the students apparently do not have sulflclent time to take full advantage of the additional in formation provided. It may be that realis tic illustrations containing much information are not use· ful when students are not given adequate lim e to scan and interact with the Information.
The elfectlveness of the more realistic presenta· lions in self·pa<;ed Instruction may be explaine<I by the fact that students are permitted to spend as much time as they wish in absorbing as much information as nee· essary to complete their understanding. The less real· lstic illustrations possess less detail and are, there· lore, limited in the amount of information they can transmit, regardless of how lo ng the students are permitted to study them. 4. For students in differing grade levels, the same visuals are not always equally effective. A student's abi lity to profit from visualized Instruction Is related to his In tel· ligence, reading comprehension level, and background knowledge in the area. This does not mean, however, that special or different types of visualized materials have to be used for each grade level. Fortunately, Iden· tical types of visualized materials often are effective for specific educational objectives across several grade levels.
5. For specific students and for specific educational Ob· jectives, the use of color In certain types of visuals ap· pears to aid in Improving student achievement. For o ther educational objectives, however, the effectiveness may not be enough to justify the added cost of color. Often the realistic detail in the visuals is accen· tuated by color; thus, the students are better able to make the appropriate distinctions to obtain the neces· sary Information. Color may make the visuals more at· tractive to students. who might pay closer attention as a result. 6. Student perceptions o f the value of different types o f visual illustrations are not valid assessments of In· structional effectiveness; that is, esthetically pleasing visuals may not be ot great instructional value.
7. The realism continuum for visual llluslrallons is not always an effective predictor of learning . An Increase In the amount of realistic detail contained in an illustration will not necessarily produce a corresponding increase in the amount of information assimilated. 6. Boys and girts tn the same grade level (high school) learn equally well from identical types of visual lllustra-
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Educational Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 2 [1983] Summary & Conclusions Results from studies conducted in the Program of Systematic Evaluatio n are making significant contrlbu· tlon s to the development of a comprehensive understand· Ing o f the Instructional potential inherent in different types of vlsuallzation. However, because there are so many variables associated with the learn ing process and because most of these variables are continuou s rather than discrete In nature, it is doubtful whether the develop· ment of a sing le learning theory which will function as an effective predictor of visual learning will ever be po$$lble. The results of experimental research are usually pre· sented in the form of abstract theoretical statements, prln· ciples having varied ranges of generality or applicablllly and points of view. For the practitioner these " guidelines" may be conceptualized as a skeleton framework for guld· ing the operational management of instructional sys· terns-Including producing and selecting modes and me· dia for presentation and/or distribution and finally assess· Ing the effects.
The building o f skeletal frameworks is the principal func tion of good research, but experimental research can· not alone clothe the skeleton with living ti ssue. This latter responsibility Is the job of the practitioner-the writer, producer, Instructional developer, etc . In the behavioral sciences research cannot be expected to yield precise
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and complete lormulas or prescriptions for the effective use of visual ization in the teaching-learning process, nor can research yield results which will apply directly and precisely to the enormous range of situations and require· ments for all k inds of learning objectives, modes or formats and med ia.
Similarly, it is to be expected that research on the ins tructional effect of visualization will be an ongoing process. The skeletal framework of results grow and change. Sometimes results are additive; at other times they are conflictive. Problems are rarely solved completely, and for each one that is investigated, new ones are discovered for solution. We can hope that as Intensive systematic re· search in the area of visuallzed Instruction continues to make worthwhile contributions, the body of useable re· suits will be systematically implemented by practitioners, in a v.ariety of different circumstances so as to determ ine their areas of appropriateness and subsequent levels of generalizability. Despite increasing interest in non-verbal media, they are still less well understood than forms of verbal communication.
Processing spatial media
by William 0 . Winn It is safe to say that, in spite of increasing Interest In non-verbal med ia, they are still less well understood than forms of communication that use verbal languages. By and large, non-verbal media express meaning through codes and conventions that rely upon spatial relationships among elements in the visual displays which encompass them, (which is why I have called them "spatial media" rather than the less precise though more usual "visual media").
Any consideration, however, of learning from spatial med ia, with in the current cognitive paradigm, must be based upon an analysis and understand ing of internal cognit ive processes and forms of representation which enable learners to construct knowledge (Neisser, 1976; Piaget, 1967; Paper!, 1980) . This "article therefore picks up some of the ideas expressed in earlier reviews of research related to cogn itive processes and spat ial media (Winn, 1980a (Winn, , 1982a and pursues them with a more particular focus on processing the spatial codes of these media.
A theme, derived ultimatel y from the debate about imaginal and propositional representation (Kosslyn, 1980 (Kosslyn, , 1981 Pylyshyn, 1981) , that will recur in this paper is the fundamental distinction in spatial processing between serial and parallel , or better, successive and simultaneous processes. Finally, the importance of such considerations for instructional design will be discussed.
Basic principles
Certain results from research into learning from spa· tiat media (and into learning in general) have recurred with sufficient frequency that they are accepted as axiomatic. The following are some of these basic princ iples.
1. Spatial media and the information they contain in· valve a) elements, and b) relationships among them , each of which can be varied in Instruction. A thorough discu ssion of this aspect of spatial media can be found in Knowlton's (1966) article "On the Definition of 'Picture;", The elements in any visual display, as Knowlton points o ut, can vary from the highly realistic to the completely William D. Winn is associate professor of media and technology in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction at the University of Calgary. 12 conventional. One thinks of maps where buildings are shown as little pictures or as black dots. Similarly, the re· lationships among elements can vary in realism, from iSO· morphic to reality, as in topographical maps, to arbitrary, as in block diagrams.
2. In perception, all information Is encountered se· quentiall y, element by element. We lend to think of read· ing language as a sequential process and looking at spa· tial media as somehow holistic. However, we see by means of a series of rapid ocular fixations which take in on ly one detail of a visual display at a time, as studies of eye movements have shown (Yarbus, 1967) . So while the o rder In which the elements in spatial materials are "read" may not be as predetermine. d as the order in which words are read in a text, they are nonetheless apprehended one after the other.
3. It is through the way in which these sequentially encountered elements in a visual display are synthesized into a meaningful aggregate that differences in process· ing occur. Das, Kirby and Jarman (1975, 1979) have pro· posed that there are two ways in which this syn thesi s can happen-simultaneously or successively. When perceived elements are synthesized simu ltaneously, all of the accumulated information is surveyable by the learner at any one time. Each new element in the visual display is added to the aggregate in memory in the same way that a piece is added to a jigsaw puzzle. In the case ol succes· sive synthesis, the order in which the elements are en· countered is meaningful. There is not the necessity for the learner to be able to survey all of the accumulated informa· tion at once. People tend to conclude from this that text is syn thesized successively and that visual displays are synthesized simultaneously. However, it is not as simple as that. Reading involves both processes, and as the mean· ing of a text becomes more complex, simultaneous synthesis becomes more important (Kirby and Das, 1977; Cummins and Das, 1977) . This is because in more complex sentences meaning is accessi bte only if learners are able to survey inlormat ion given early in the sen tence at the same time as the information given later which modi fies it. On the other hand, in processing spatial media, the suc· cession of elements is often meaningful, as we shall see.
4. Learning occurs when the information presented In spatial meaia interacts with existing knowledge sche· mata, learner ability, learning strategy, learner perception of the task, and a whole host of other things. This inleractive nature of learning has been discussed lrequently (Salomon, 1979; Neisser, 1976; Bransford, 1979; Rumelhart and Norman, 1981) and will not be pursued here. But an Im· pl ication of this particular principle is that there is no mag le Ii nk between the forms that spatial media are given and the way that they are processed and learned. Too many other variables interact with media form and learn· ing lor prescriptive links (or "media utilization principles") lo be established with any certainty.
Spatial codes and processing
We Will now look al research into certain "spatial codes" and cognitive processing that is built upon these basic principles. Specifically, studies concerning the meaningfulness of elements in spatial media, relation · ships among elements and learning strategies will be dis· cussed.
The elements in a visual display are either meaningful on their own or become meaningful only when combined Educational Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 2, Spring, 1983 14 Educational Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 2 [1983] , Art. 14 http://newprairiepress.org/edconsiderations/vol10/iss2/14 DOI: 10.4148/0146-9282.1804 witn other elements. Cognitive processing Is Influenced by which of these two categories the elem ents of a partic· ular visual display belong to, as two recent experiments have shown (Winn, 1982b) . Subjects were shown either random seQuences of letters or random sequences of lines on a computer screen. (When put together, the lines fonmed complete geometric figures.) Subjects had either to remember and draw the sequences of lines or letters in the order in which they were shown or draw the patterns (or fig ures) that the letters o r lines formed when synthe· sized into an aggregate. These are obviously successive and simultaneous tasks. Subjects who saw t he lines were far more successful with the simultaneous task than with the successive, while the reverse was true for subjects who saw letters. Since letters of the alphabet are more meaningful on their own (more " nameable" if you like) than Isolated line segments from a figure, thi s suggests that meanlnglu l elements are generally processed sue· cessively, while less meaningful elements are processed simultaneously. However, the contiguity o f one element with the next is also a factor In this, a. s a second experi· ment showed .
Two more treatments were added in the second ex· periment. A third group of subjects was shOwn letters and had to recall Josi the position of each and mark It with an X. A fourth group was simply shown X's, the positions of which they had to recall. Only the simultaneous task was used. Subjects seeing letters but recalling only positions and subjects seeing X' s performed significantly better than subjects having to recall letters and their positions. But these two groups still did not perform as well as sub· jects constructing figures out Of lines, suggesting that the contiguity o f elements (lines) In a geometric figure makes it easier to synthesize through simultaneous processing. When low-meaningful elements like X's are not contigu· ous, they can still be synthesized into patterns, though not so easily. And when the nature of each element has to be remembered as well as Its position, performance is relatively poor. Interestingly, when subjects from the letters group were re-scored so that they were given a point whenever a letter was in the correct position, regardless of whether it was the right 1e11er, their scores improved sig· nificantly and were no different from the two groups who drew X's.
What these two experiments sugge st is that the meaningfulness of individual elements in spatial mediaaf. fects the way In which they will be processed. In addition, the relative positions of lhe elements can be recalled best if they are con tiguous and If only their position, not their name, has to be remembered. If meaning Is deriveable from the elements themselves. it will be more difficult for learners to derive meaning from the patterns that the elements form.
An important influence on the way studen ls process information In spatial media Is the fact that we read En· glish left to right, top to bottom. Learners tend to " read" spatial materials in the same way with the result that if the materials do not confonm to the traditional format, difficulties arise. In a study of learning from d iagrams (Winn, 1982c) , students learned about the evolution o f dinosaurs from a flow diagram. The animals evolved from left to right, and a time scale showing geological periods and time in millions of years ran across the top. A second d ia· gram was prepared in which the dinosaurs were shown evolving from right to left with the time scale at the bot· tom. On tests of their knowledge of evolutionary se· quence and classification by period and type of d inosaur, subjects who saw the reversed diagram performed sig· nificantly less well than those who saw the normal dia· gram. (On two tests, they performed no better than a con· trol group.) Subsequently, eye movements of other sub· jects viewing the same materials have been recorded. While the analysis of these data has not been completed at the time of writing, initial analysis seems to suggest that the difflculty with the reversed diagram stems from Its countering normal scanning behavior.
An aptitude-treatment Interac tion was found. For classification o f dinosaurs by type, subjects who were low verbal and high spatial performed better on the reversed diagram than subjects who were high verbal and low spatial, there being no difference for the normal diagram. Th Is suggests that learners who are better at processing spatial materials as patterns are less affected by depar· tures from tne normal way of presenting information in spatial media than those who would be more likely to process that information as sequences. White it is un likely that spatial materials as perverse as the reversed diagram used in this study would be prepared by instructional de· signers, these findings certainly suggest precepts of which instructional designers would do well to take heed.
Spatial media can also be used to convey information about conceptual dis lances among concepts. (We think of a cat as being '"closer to" a dog than to an aardvark.) In an earlier study (Winn, 1980b) , subjects learned about food chains from a short lext. One group was also shown a diagram of a typical food chain that had been constructed to represent conceptual distances as physical distances on the page. For exam ple, hawks were placed closer to mice than to plants because in a food chain they eat mice not plants. It was found that the addition of the diagram to the text helped high ability learners but did not nelp those of lower ability. One interpretation of these data is that high ability learners were able to employ the diagram in a spatial processing strategy, which enabled them to orga· nize the material more effectively, wh ile low abi lity learners were unable to see the connection between the dia· gram and a useful learning strategy they might employ to good effect.
This conclusion leads directly to the consideration of metacognitlon and learning from spatial media. Meta· cognition Involves the processes whereby decisions are made by learners about which strategies to use (see Gagne, 1977; Lawson, 1980) . In a study (Winn, 1982d) which used tasks similar to the seq uence and pattern recall tasks described above (but usi ng letters only), one group of subjects was given Instruction in the use of simultaneous and successive learning strategies and was told which of the two tasks (recall pattern of letters or let· ter seq uence) to perform before each trial. A second group was not given instruction in strategies, and a third group was not told whi ch of the two tasks to perform until after the sets of stimuli had been presented. In this way, learn· Ing strategy and knowledge of the task were varied . It was found that subjects who had been taught learning Strate· gies performed better than those who had simply been told which task to perform, while the latter In turn performed better than subjects who did not have knowledge of the task until arter the materials had been presented. Aptitude-treatment Interactions were found showing that for both simultaneous and successive tasks, knowledge of task improved the performance of high ability learners relative to their perJonmance when knowledge of task was 13 withheld until after the stimu li had been presented. However, unli ke with high ability learners, knowledge of task alone was not sufficient 10 improve the performance of low ability learners. These performed significantly better only If they had been given Instruction in an appropriate learning strategy.
These results suggest two things. First, simulta· neous and s uccessive learning strategies can be taught to learners with the result that their processing of informa· lion in spatial media improves. Second, provided they know what the task is, high abi lity learners are able to de· cide on an appropriate learning strategy for themselves, while low ability learners need to be taught the strategy and when to use it. This conclusion is consistent wilh Bovy's (1961) theory, which relates learning strategies and mental ability. Generally, high ability learners c an make better melacogn itive decisions than learners of low abil· ity.
Relevance to educational technology Ed ucational technology Is concerned with the appll· cation of knowledge to the practical tasks of education (AECT, 1977) . One ramification of this Is that educational technology is concerned with design in the precise sense that the term is used by Simon (1969) to Ind icate a "linking science" between theory and pracllce. The desig n and de· velopment of ins truction are therefore both central lo edu· cational technology and involve procedure for applying theory to practical problems.
Much of the theory that enables instructional design· ers to make useful practical decisions has been derived from researc h into learn ing and instruction. In particular, a great deal of this research has had to do with the ways in which information is presented to learners, cognitive pro· cesses, learner abil ity and learn ing tasks (see Bransford, 1979, pp. 6·9) . This is precisely where the research de· scribed fit s in. In " optimizing alternatives" (Simon, 1969) , instructional designers must consider all forms of med ia, learners of all levels of ability, and all types of potentially useful learning strategies. Spatial media, s imultaneous and successive processes, and the learning s trateg ies that have been described will all at some time or another become grist lo the instructional designer's mi ll.
There are as well more specific ways in which this re· search is relevant to instructional designs. When preparing spatial media (diagrams, for instance), the designer should not use highly meaningful elements if the inten· lion is 10 show how the elemen ts are related to each other. In extracting meaning from the elements, learners wi ll find it more d ifficult to synthesize all the elements inlo the in· tended aggregate. Making elements contiguous (by link· ing them wi th lines, perhaps) might improve learners' abil· ity to discern how the elements are related to each other. Designers should not allow spatial media to violate the left to right, top to bottom convention , particularly with learners who are low spatial and linear processors. De· sig ners can use spatial media to make conceptual rela· tionships explicit. However, only hig h ability learners are likely to use such representations unprompted. But de· signers can build instruction in relevant learning strategies into instructional materials .
• particularly when they are going to be used by tow abili ty learners. This plan will overcome low ability learners' diffic ulty in selecting ap· propriate strategies for themselves.
These are just a few "design principles" that emerge from this selection of research on spatial media. A list of 14 principles specifically for the design of diagrams is pro· vided by Winn and Holliday (1962) , and other relevant prin· c i pies are to be found among those g iven by Fleming and Levie (1976) . It is to be hoped that future research w ill shed even more light on the interactions that exist among lhe codes of spatial med ia and cognition so thal even more guidance can be furn ished to instructional designers for their important task.
Why not allow students to organize, design, draw, script, produce and present instructional materials for their peers?
Involving students in the instructional design process by John A. Hortin Instructional design is the process of analyzing learner needs and educational goals and developing a systematic approach to meet these needs and goals through teaching methods, facilities, instructional materials and evaluation techniques. Teachers and educational technologists in secondary and elementary schools have not embraced the instructional design concept as readily as people in train· ing, business or higher education.
There are several reasons for this lack of enthusiasm: few library media speciallsls have instructional design ex· pertise, little or no money for materials and staffing is available, little time is allotted to teachers for instructional development and there is little awareness or concern about the ins tructional design process by curriculum de· velopers or administrators. Instructional design is very time consum ing and generally requires full time commit· ment by someone on the educational technology stall. Most schools can not afford the luxury of hiring someone as a full time instructional designer. Ironically, it Is the goal of instructional design to discover the most efficient and effective use of time, resources, stalling, funds and teaching necessary to bring the desired result of Im· proved learning.
Instructional designers use models, diagrams, flow charts or graphic directions to educate and involve teach· ers in the instructional design process. There are many different models for instructional development available (see Gustafson, 1981) . Though these models or flow charts vary in terms of how they represent the instructional de· sign process, the goal Is to improve learning for the in· tended audience.
Generally, the instructional design process starts with goals and objectives; then depending on the model used, it progresses to stages that include (1) 16 the characteristics of the learners or their entering be· haviors, (2) gathering content, (3) determining the scope, sequence and structure of that content and (4) specifying competencies, learning events and activities. Some in· structio nal designers might give pretests, develop proto· types or specify alternative methods at this stage. Later the instructional designers may construct and determine several teaching and learning activities, design the in· structional materials, assign local production work, and have the teacher conduct a tryout. The process ends with evaluation of the resu lts and possible revision of the sys· tern.
Obviously, this process on a sophisticated level re· quires expertise, cooperation, time, managemen t, money and personnel to implement. Even without instructional designers, teachers incorporate some aspects of ins truc· tional design in their teaching. Teachers start with goals and write objectives for their courses, they are at least somewhat aware of the characteristics of their students. and they gather and know the content o f what it Is they wish to teach. Most teachers test their students and sometimes evaluate and change their teaching methods.
What teachers need most is help in the design of instructional materials; in some cases this can be accomplished by involving students in the design of instruc· tional materials. Often students are better with the technologies o"f instruction (use of microcomputers and production of videotapes, slide/tape programs, overhead transparencies, graphs, charts. audiotapes, and films) than are some teachers.
Why not allow students to organize, design, draw, script, produce and present instructional materials for their peers? Th is means that students, as well as library media specialists or educational technologists and teach· ers, become d irectly involved in the following : (1) prepar· ing and determining learning experiences; (2) developing. producing and presenting media; (3) discovering altema· tive learning preferences; (4) selecting methodologies and (5) learning how to organize, simplify and present informa· ti on.
Asking s tudents to become participants in the design of instructional materials allows them to learn how each thinks and thus share, develop and learn how to learn.
lnvolvil'g students in the design and presentation of locally produced media or the presentation of commer· cially produced media is based on five principles, some of which are supported by research in the field of education and some of which are common sense principles that have worked for me.
Principle one: Student participation In the design of media works because all learners become involved and feel as if they are an important part of the process. If change in behavior is the goal, all people in the situation must help make decisions about that change. This ap· proach has a theoretical base in the research work of Hall (1975) and Freire (1971) . The decisions that affect students are made by students.
Principle two: People never really learn a topic until they teach it. Students in my classes who make their own instructional materials and teach their peers become highly motivated, enjoy the collaborative experience of learning how to learn and discover how to comm unlcate that learning to others.
Princ iple three: Learning how to learn is as important as learning the content. As we have often heard, in our technological age, information changes so rapidly that Ec!ucatlonal Consiclerations, Vol. 10, No. 2, Spring, 1983 many things we learn today are outdated tomorrow. Some advantages of involving a class In the design of instructional materials are (1) studen ts learn where to find information; (2) students compare how different students learn information; (3) s tudents organize the materials and (4) students learn the ski lls of com municating that information to o thers.
Principle four: Instructional design is a means that may be j us t as important as the end products of that process. Teaching s tudents the need for c ollaboration, cooperation, and community activity may be more long lasting and beneficial than the information that the teacher wishes to impart. The process of taking a body of knowledge and organizing it into some presentable form is a learn ing experience in itself.
Principle five: Learning requires that information be simplifi ed and organized in some fashion . This is true for our own personal understanding as well as communicating our thoughts to others. Gestalt psychologists believe that we seek simplicity and o rganization in the processing o f Information and they have expressed this need by learners in the concepts of proxi mity, closure. continu ity, similarity, etc. Involving students in the d esig n of instructional materials is a means to organizing and simplifying information for better understand! ng.
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Instructional design is not for everybody. Some situa· lions, people and topics would not benefit from this approach. Also, involving students in instruc tio nal design is not applicable in all situations. It may be difficult to imple· ment in train ing situations of business and industry. How· ever, teachers and students should learn the value o f designing materials for the classroom that are a result of a cooperative effort. The transparencies, videotapes, flow charts, aud iotapes, etc. that the s tudents produce can be used to communicate to o thers in the class the insights each student experiences and can thus become e ffective instruc tional materials.
Computers will not pass from the scene, either in society or in our schools. The microcomputer revolution is upon us !
Microcomputers:
Where did they come from? What will we do with them?
by Fred A. Teague and Doug Rogers "New information technologies-computers micro· processors, video recording devices and inexpensive means of storing and transmitting Information-are creat· ing a revolution as Important as the Invention of printing " (Melmed, 1982) . Throughout the history of education, sev· eral technologies have developed which have had poten· tial for major changes In educational practice. With the possible exception of the pri nting press, technologically derived educational changes have been minimal. In recent decades both programmed instruction and television have been viewed frequently as technological systems with great educational promise; however, these and other ex· citing technologies have generally not yielded the often anticipated benefits.
As a result, many educators are leery of a new tech· nology heralded as a panacea tor educational ills. Some may tend to write off the new microcomputer technology as an !nst~ctional toy that wil l shortly lose its novelty or as a g1mm1ck that students and teachers will soon reject in favor of the familiar approaches.
• Ho"."ever, the newer electronic technologies, espe· c1ally microcomputers, will not fall by the wayside in our schools. The United States has become an Information so· clety and computers are rapidly becoming the national lifeline. They are essential to sustaining the quality of life that Americans now enjoy. Computers will not pass lrom the scene, either in society or in our schools. Taylor, 1981) . The classroom has not escaped the revolution. In 1980, a scant nine years after the first micro· computers were available, it was 0stimated that 90 per· cent of U.S. secondary and elementary schools lncor· porated computers for instructional andlor administrative purposes (Chambers and Bork, 1980) . T'he implications of the microcomputer revolution for educators are many (Splittgerber, 1979 ). An exploration of these implications requires reflection on the revolution 's origin and lnllltra· lion into the school to provide a more secure vantage point.
Microcomputers are actually the third generation of computers (Blair, 1982) . First generation computers were enormous webs of mechanical relays and vac· uum tubes. The size of a small building , they generated tremendous amounts of heat, required enough electricity to run a small city and were primarily limited to advanced mathemat ical calculations only. For these very reasons, the first generration was doomed to early extinction (Evans, 1979) .
By 1950, major corporations (IBM, Bell Telephone, Speery-Rand) were fund ing development o f the computer. The impetus for the evolutionary step into the second generation of computers came from Bell Telephone Jabora· tories through the invention of the transistor. Replacing the bulky mechanical relays and vacuum tubes, the tran· sistor allowed for the incorporation o f expanded computer memory and for a vast reduction in size. The electronic na· ture of the transistor, as opposed to the mechanical na· lu re of relays and vacuum tubes, substan tially Increased the already remarkable speed of the computer whlle ex· panding its versatility. The transistor, In essence, became the seed of the third generation. Nurtured by the mlllta· ristic and space exploration demands of the 1960s, com· puter development flourished . Development concen trated on the organization and miniaturization of transistor cir· cuits. The concepts of "Integrated circuits" and " large scale integration" combined these processes and made it possible to place 100,000 switching units on a " chip" of silicon about a centimeter square. Creation of this " micro· chip'" or "microprocessor" gave birth to the microcom· puter, the third generation of compu ters ( (Blair, 1982; Eadie, 1982; Poirot, 1980) . If the microcomputer is only 10 years old , how did It infiltrate the classroom so quickly? One must realize that schools were using computer technology before the rise of microcomputers. Through purchasing a " port•• (a con· nection or access point lor a computer) or through a " tim&-sharing·• arrangement (payment based on amount of computer time used), public schools gained access to mainframe computers at larger institutions, usually col· leges or universities. The first applications were primarily administrative. Student sched uling, grade reporting, at· tendance record-keeping, and even college selection and occupational "counseling " (such as SIGl-System of Interactive Guidance and Information) were provided on these systems (Joiner and others, 1980) . But the decreasing cost and the increasing capabilities of the microcomputer soon lured the educational system away from this type of arrangement (Poirot, 1980 programmed texts, which now seemed especially suited for computer application. Experimental pr09rams were conducted using mainframe computers, but the Introduction of tile microcomputer placed the cost of computer technology at a level where virtually all school districts could afford Its use (Poirot, 1980) . The capacity of the computer to present Information, permit student response, reco rd and evaluate that response, reward or remediate, and record the student's pro· gress made It the most versatile and complete "teaching mach ine" to date. Prog rams o f this type are generally re· ferred to as CAI-Computer Assi sted Instruction.
Three branches of CAI have developed (Hallworth and Brebner, 1980) . " Drill and practice" programs were the In itial step Into the classroom . Still the most heavily used type of CAI programs, "drill and practice" prog rams present repetitious applications of previously learned Information; the primary purpose is to provide monitored prac· tlce and reinforcement of such skills as multiplication and addition, verb conjugation, and word or shape recognition. The second branch incorporates more of the microcomputer' s potential. "Tutorials'' present new information previously unknown to the student. Programs of this type are designed to provide sufficient practlce for mastering the new concept or skill (Joiner and others, 1982) . The third branch of CAI developed later and will be discussed tater in this article.
A concurrent theoretical concept developed but not extensively practiced is CMl-Computer Managed In· struc tlon. As the name implies, CM I is primarily a management tool. The computer's management capabilities In· elude but are not lim ited to test generation, student pre· testing, evaluatio n of a student's in -course progress, anal· ysis of student's personal data, assignment o f study ac· tlvitles or resources based on student's personal records and performance o n test instruments and maintenance of complete records (Joi ner and others, 1982; Leiblum, 1982) .
Two major problems have hindered the widespread application of CMI. Software capable of manipulating and Integrating the data bases necessary for CMI applications was designed for larger capacity computers. Versions cur· rently available, such as Comprehensive Achievement Mon itoring (Apple II), are limited to one aspect of the over· all system or are poorly designed (Osborne and Bunnell, 1982) . The reciprocal problem is that the current popular arrangement of floppy disk drives is inadequate for such software. The necessary memory for fully integrated prog rams Is more likely to be provided by the small hard disk un its (Memorex-101 8" -10 megabytes), which are consld· erably more expensive (Joiner and others, 1982) .
The poten tial of the microcompu ter, th rough CAI and CMI, to deliver a varie ty o f programs at a variety o f levels to a variety o f students, seemed to be the instructor's an· swer lo individualized instruction. Several elements still impede progress in thi s area. Thoug h the cost of micro· computers continues to decline, the initial capita: outlay to provide enough computers for even a relatively small number of students is still prohibitive. Likewise, the incompatibility of various brands of both hardware and software forces the purchaser to limit program selection to what is available for a particular system, to purchase a number of different systems, or to develop his/her own softwaro, all of which are " costly" alternatives. Criticism of the "quality" of available software still proliferates (Blascke, 1979) and resistant faculty attitudes (Joiner and Spring, 1983 o thers, 1982) prevent extensive use of CAI. In spite of these issues, where CAI is being utilized on a large scale, improvement in student achievement and attitude towards learning has been good (Chambers and Bork, 1980) . No longer can instruction be viewed as a teacher and a group of students working I n Isolation. Experiences with CAI stress the importance of team approaches to the development of teaching programs. Authoring teams provided the means by which the large volume of PLATO materials could be developed, tested and implemented on a major scale. Staff development activities that provide basic microcomputer competencies for teachers who return to a totally tradit ional ed ucational environment will likely not yield signi ficant change. Instructional leadership which coordinates meaningfully the expert ise and co ntributions of teachers. curriculum specialists, instructional technologists and evaluation specialists is necessary to achieve the changes required to d erive lasti ng benefit from the new microcomputer technology.
As mentioned earlier, the initial number of microcom· puters was generally small; therefore, access to these units was generally limited to two specific audiences -special education students and gifted students. Through these applications, the microcomputer established another beachhead . Computer programs using micros have been developed to aid the hearing, speech, motor and visually impaired. Talking computers are already available for the blind, while computer recognition of speech is rapidly improving the environmental control of the severely handicapped person (Joiner and others, 1982) . The sing le-user nature of the microcomputer adapts especially well to meeting the variety of needs presented by exceptional child ren.
The second audience, gif ted and talented students, makes extensive use of the third branch o f CAI. " Si mula· tions," based on the computer's problem solving capabili· ti es, present the learner with situations requiring decision making, the results of which are projected, analyzed and reported to the student for continued alteration and manipulation. Students can run programs that control environmental, economic, socio-political and Industrial models (Joiner and others, 1982) . " Lemonade-Stand" (Apple) al· lows students to manage a mini-business controlling overhead, production, sales, etc.; " Geology Search" (McGraw· Hill) allows students to search for oil in a new continent, simulating geological tests; "CIVILWAR" is based on the strategies of 14 Civil War battles (Frederick, 1980) . The next wave of the microcomputer invasion was based on these same problem solving capabi lities of the microcompu ter. If studen ts were to use the co mputer to experiment with vario us problem solving techniques and strateg ies, they had to be able to manipu late the com· puter's "intelligence." The need for Instruction in com· puter programming was created. As modules and co urses in programming were being written and tested, it became clear that additional areas of the curriculum coul d be integrated into these courses and the concept of the computer as an independent curriculum area solidified (Joiner, Miller, Silverstein, 1980) . Under this new umbrella, courses in various programming languages developed; vocational computer education courses were implemented to teach students the skills necessary for computer related jobs; business courses were redesigned to give students experience in word-processing, data·base management, and au tomated accounting (Bork, 1978-79) ; computer science 19 emphases also developed, covering such issues as com· puter theory, design and analysis.
Out of all this, sprang the new "buzz-term" for the 80s-"Computer Literacy." As the number of computer applicatlons in society grows and as more and more microcomputers are available to all students, the need lor a well-Informed, w ell·trained, computer oriented popula· tion increases (Molnar, 1978-79; Poole, 1982) . This very day, symposiums, lectures, presentations and courses are being developed around this single issue of "computer lit· eracy." These rapid advances created serious problems for the pro fessional educator who received little, If any, training In these areas.
The appropriate application of microcomputer tech· nology to instruction implies changes in American teacher education . Both " computer literacy'' and uses o f microcomputers as teaching tools must be integrated In meaningfu l ways into pre-service teacher education. Edu· c atlonal technologists who understand the wide Impact of technology on education should provide leadership for this instruction. It is unlikely that appropriate mlcrocom· puter competencies can be developed in exlsllng meth· odology courses. Courses or other major learning segments in educational technology taught by technology specialists are necessary to the development of the indepth knowledge and competence required.
Likewise, In-service courses for teachers are manda· tory If schools are to implement microcomputer technology. One-shot c ou rses, conferences and workshops can generate Interest and develop awareness; how ever, they must be followed with extensive coordination, consu lta· tion and guidance if microcomputers are to be Integrated appropriately into classroom practice.
Educational technologists who have extensive com· petencles In microcomputers are required if meaning ful leadership and direction are to be given to this revolution in American education. These technologists must know more than just microcomputers; they must be based broadly In educational technology. They must know how humans learn and how instruction should be developed to facllltate learning best. Unfortunately, few such technolo· gists are being prepared today in our colleges and univer· slties, and few school districts have such personnel in the numbers necessary to facilitate appropriate integration of microcomputer technology into instruction.
Whlle educators were still trying to " spread the computers around" so that more students could gain " hands· on" experience, while they were still trying to find or de · velop appropriate so ftware, while they were still engaged in curriculum desig n and implementation, and while they were s till searching for qualified pro fessionals to teach and manage the microcomputers, the revolution assaulted yet another flank. Advanced applications of the type previously limited to large mainframe computers were being adapted to the microcomputer. Tremendous strides were taken In the micros word.processing capabllltles. "Mini· Authoring " programs were developed; educators with lit· tie or no experience could use " skeleton" programs to provide computer structure for their course content. Teacher designed and produced CAI programs, quizzes, worksheets. and a host of other paperwork-type tasks could now be relegated to the school microcomputer.
Electronic worksheets (Visicaic·Commodore), which automatically calculate and recalculate rows and columns of figures, presented immediate administrative applications. As the number o f microcomputers In the school in· 20 creased, the ability to "network" (use one unit as the central memory for several other terminals) developed . This allowed the teacher to monitor several students at separate terminals, working on different programs, al a single central unit. And the combination of computer technology and video technology has created "interactive video," which presents even greater demands on the instructor than the original " drill and practice" programs that baffled many (Bo rk, 1978·79).
Educational leaders must take a comprehensive ap· proach also to the use o f the various newer electronic technologies available today. Microcomputers cannot con· tribute maximally to ins truc tion in isolation from other technolog ies. Cable television sys tem s, satellite communications, digital telepho'ne networks for linkages be· tween computers, low·powered localized broadcast systems and especially videodi sc technology must be inle· grated into functional Instructional communications systems capable of implementing the complicated processes which comprise human learning. Thus, it is unlikely that dropping microcomputers into technologically barren classrooms wilt result in significant change and improve· men!. A unified, holistic approach must be taken to the technological upgrading o f American education.
The revolution is not complete, but in less than a decade, the microcomputer has Infiltrated the breadth and depth of the educational system . The Congressional or. 
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LOGO will force teachers t o become more like master teachers who gu ide others on the path of teaching and learning .
On first encountering LOGO; some questions for further research* by Michael J. Streibel I am always amazed that I can sti ll experience all the excitement and anxiety of a beginner when encoun tering a new computer language . So it was when I encountered LOGO. Here was a rigorous, interactive and yet forgiving computer languag e that allowed me to create "objects-tothink·with" (Papert, 1980) . I qu ickly went throug h the examples in the manual and marvelled at the ease with which I could manipulate graphics (Abelson, 1981) . My years of hard work programming graphics in BASIC and FORTRAN seemed to mell away. I also began to study Turtle Geometry and became excited about the possibili ty of portraying complex conc epts from finite differential geometry In a visual form (Abelson and d iSessa, 1960) . Finally, I was Impressed with how high-level concepts such as recursion and top-down logic could be repreented so easily in a computer language. My Initial wonder o s over now and it is time 10 investigate the educational utility of LOGO. Several questions come to mind when investigating the educational utility o f LOGO: 1) What kind of learn Ing experience does LOGO provide? 2) Can LOGO be used as an efficient learning tool within the school curriculum? and 3) What Is the role of the teacher in a LOGO learning environment? These questions are impo rtant to consider. LOGO gives a user a sense of mas tery before that user has developed a thorough understanding of the content area Mlchael J . Strel bel is assistant professor of Ins tructional s ys tems at Pennsylvania State University. 22 wi th which he or she is working . This aspect of LOGO is very attractive because It provides a built-in motivator for learning. LOGO also has a simplicity of syntactical a nd semantical structure which make LOGO very easy to learn. This feature of LOGO brings us to the first question.
What kind of learning experience does LOGO provide?
The LOGO language has been designed so that, no matter what a person is doing wi th LOGO, that person is always solving pro blems in a " top-down" procedural manner (Papert, 1980 ). An example sho uld make this clear. Suppose you were asked to describe a fi sh tank. How would you proceed? You could describe all the things that other peop le know abou t fish tanks. You co uld also describe your own experiences wi th fish tanks. The number of ways to describe fish tanks Is lmmeasureable. Each type o f description c an then be organized into a to p-down hierarchy. Let us say that a fish tank Includes a container, blue water, brown pebbles, green plants and swimming fish. In LOGO, thi s description would become:
TO FISHTANK CONTAI NER WATER PEBBLES PLANTS FISH END The LOGO proced ure called ' 'FISHTANK" constitutes a wholistic event which Is made up of smaller component events. Each component of the description, such as the statement "CONTAINER," Is broken down into yet smaller components un til some " primitive" level of LOGO is reached. Primitive statements In LOGO Include commands such as "FORWARD 100" o r "RIGHT 90." The topdown approach results In a hierarchy of descriptions in which each statement refers to an ent ire en tity o r even t on one logical level while also re ferring to a set of procedures for generating that entity on the next lower level. LOGO, in other words, encou rages tho user to look at all events in a top-down procedural manner.
There are many consequences of the top-down pro· ceduraJ approach: 1) objects are treated as events and de· scribed in terms o f the processes that bring about thOse events, 2) events are broken down into a hierarchy of sub· events, 3) events at any level are described in clear, natural and explicit terms, and 4) errors at any level of the description are easily found and correc ted . Each of these aspects of the top-down approach helps a person break complex problems into more manageable ones. This is the case no matter what the subject matter. What are the d rawbacks of this approach?
First of all, vague, fuzzy, Intuit ive and "tacit" ideas are banished in the top-down procedural approach. The fish tank described above could no t co ntain a component which could not be broken down Into the primitive statements of LOGO. Vague ideas that are embodied in the LOGO code are considered " bugs" that have to be " debugged ." Debugging procedures are a central feature of LOGO and Involve translating all the terms ot a problem into syntactically and semantically correct statements. A vague idea such as " PRETTY FISH" has no place in LOGO unless "prettiness" can be defined. In real life. on the other hand, the word "pretty" Is used quite often without specifying exactly what Is meant. This, therefore, poses a problem with LOGO because hu man beings often think about and solve problems in a fuzzy manner. 
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Second, LOGO encourages the use of "local " procedural descriptions. This feature has its advantages and its disadvantages. A circle, for example, is described from the perspective of a person who is part of, and creating, the circle. In LOGO, this translates into instructions such as "move forward one unit" and "turn right one degree u nti I you get back to where you started." Ableson and diSessa describe how LOGO can be used to teach llnite differential geometry-a very local procedure·oriented area of mathematics. The same area of mathemalics, geometry, can also be e!<pressed in more abstract terms.
Hence, a circle can be defined by the formula x2 + y2 = r2. The terms of this abstract equation refer to a Cartesian frame of reference that is external to the actual circle. A person who represents a circle with an abstract equation is undergoing a different kind of experience than a person who is drawing a circle. How can LOGO provide the experience of non-procedural kinds of knowledge? Mathematics was used as an example here but the same question can be asked for other subject areas.
Finally, LOGO offers a great temptation for a user to remain at lower experiential levels. LOGO is an excellent tool for portraying cerlain ideas In visual form . This may very well be attractive to a "visually literate" population that has g rown up with television and other visual media. Geometry Is certainly more engaging when one can see a graphic representation of certain ideas unfold before one's eyes. But when does one let go of the graphic representations? In the learning process, it is very important to know when to leave experiences behind and when to start dealing with abstractions. While LOGO also permits the non-visual construction of concepts, the temptat ion to remain at more immediate experiential levels is strong.
In answer to the first question, therefore, LOGO provides two very general learning experiences for a student: 1) a top-down problem-solving experience, and, 2) a local procedure mode of th inking and describing. LOGO also provides an immediate " math ing" experience of finite differential geometry. Top-down problem-solving is one of the best ways to tackle any complex problem, and local procedure modes ol thinking emphasize the process na· ture of events (H iggi ns, 1979) . These modes of thinking are very usefu l for creating " objects-to-think·with" (Paper!, 1980) . These modes of thinking also take a long time to develop. This problem leads us to the next question.
Can LOGO be used as an eflicient learning tool within the school curriculum? There are many ways ol defining learning efficiency. Unfortunately, a whole generation of behaviorists, educational psychologists and instructional technologists have assumed that the concept of learning efficiency requ ires the fragmentation of the curriculum into behavioral bits and pieces (Callahan, 1962) . In contrast to behavioral theorists, however, "top-down" theorists stress the importance of high-level goals. Hence, communication skills, problem-solving skills and evaluation skills are considered the long-term "basics" no matter what the cognitive or developmental level of the learner. From the top-down viewpoint, the Integrated activity is always stressed and used as the criterion for evaluating learning gains. In the behav· ioral approach, on the other hand, mastery of the part Is required and evaluated before moving on to mastery of the whole-a bottom-up approach to learning.
Spring, 1983
An example from language arts can clarify the difference between these two approaches. In the top-down approach, a teacher would encourage a grade-school child to communicate an idea or feeling in writing no matter how Incorrect the spelli ng or grammar. The primary emphasis would be on the wholistic goal (the intended communication) with secondary emphasis on increasing precision. A written commun ication would be evaluated in terms of how well the child at his or her stage of development communicated an idea. tn the behavioral or bottom-up ap· proach, a teacher would insist that a child master the mod · ules on letter drawing, spelling and grammar before at· tempting to communicate an Idea In writing. The example here exaggerates the characteristics of the two approaches in order to high light their dlflerences. These two types of learning theories are nevertheless very much alive. LOGO embodies the top-down approach, whereas traditional computer-assisted-instruction (CAI) tends to embody the bottom-up approach. · The two types of learning t heories described here embody very dilferent notions of learning efficiency. Car· ter (1981), in his article "LOGO and the Great Debate," de· scribes the parameters of the debate between the top· down and bottom-up theories. In a LOGO learning environment, learning efficiency seems to revolve around the issue of "learning how to learn," whereas in the drill-and· practice CAI environment, learning efficiency revolves around mastery of component facts, concepts and skills. Both types of learning efficiency are needed at different times in the learning process. For now, however. we will focus on the notion of learning efficiency in the LOGO top.down approach.
Seymour Papert (1980) , one of the main developers of the LOGO computer language, believes that "debugging" procedures are the key to learning how to learn. Learning efficiency in LOGO must therefore deal with the efficiency ol debugging procedures. How does one learn to debug a program (or an idea)? According to Papert, a person de· bugs a program (or an idea) by articu lating the steps for reach ing the intended goal -al l well and good. Experience with debugging, however, has shown that debugging ses· sions last many hours. LOGO users report having lost all track of time when debugging a program. Is this process an efficient use of time? ti these extended debugging sessions are absolutely ess~ntial for LOGO to be a success· ful learning tool in the school, then the K-12 curriculum will have to be radically restructured. The only othe~ option would be to allow a teacher or even an advanced student to act as a kind of guide for the LOGO learner.
Using LOGO as an efficient learning toot also involves human beings in another way. Learning how fo learn requires mastery of a wide range of heuristic strategies, such as problem-formulation techniques (Polya, 1945) . How are these strategies acquired? Very often it takes group problem-solving sessions to generate and then evaluate these strategies (Johnson and Johnson, 1975) . LOGO serves as the environment within which these strategies are tested. Learning efficiency in this case deals not so much with right and wrong answers as with better or worse strategies for solving particular prob· lems. Since it is often hard to tell which strategy is most suitable until after a problem is solved, the experienced Jvdgement of a teacher becomes a critical factor in the efficient use of LOGO. This factor brings us to our final question.
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What is the role of the teacher In the LOGO environment?
This Question boils down to asking what a teacher does when teaching a student how to learn. My own expe · rience has led me to develop an analogy between a LOGO teacher and a master teacher. A master teacher in any field knows the particular subject matter very well and also knows how to learn that subject matter. With this knowledge, a master teacher guides students towards cer· lain skills and values. A master teacher is as much con· cerned with a student's learning autonomy as with a stu· dent's mastery of the particular subject matter. Learning autonomy and subject·matter mastery are not quite the same thing, although they are Interrelated. Master teachers, in other words. empower students with the ability to learn.
LOGO provides a very good environment for learni ng how to learn. Young children wo rking with teachers and LOGO often take the lead wh ile exploring a particular program idea. It seems especially Important for teachers to "back off" in such situations even though the student's approach might not produce the desired results. The prin· ciple here seems to be to help students gain an increasing control over the learning process. Coping with potential failure seems to be more Important in learning how to learn than marching towards mas tery.
The LOGO teacher's Interactio n with students eventually takes on a guidance and co-learning aspect. These. guidance and co·leaming sessions are far more effective for the student's mastery of an idea than leaving the student totally alone with LOGO. Guidance and co-learning sessions need not be one-on.one but can Involve a group o f many students. Learning with LOGO, in other words, is most effici ent when an experienced guide Is parl o f the process-a guide who does not lead as much as poi nt the way.
The LOGO teacher's interaction with students also forces the teacher to spend a lot of time learning the particular subject matter. Th is may very we)I be a result of the teacher's Intimate guidance and co·learnlng ro le. Teachers who want to use LOGO in their classrooms can therefore look forward to intensive, life-long learning as part of their profession . This experience differs sharply from a teacher's experience in a CAI classroom. In the latter case, a teacher acts more like an "'instructional manager" than a co-learner.
The difference between the teacher's role in LOGO and in traditio nal CAI has to be examined further. Baker, in his book on computer-managed instruction (CMI), dis· cusses the managerial aspects of a teacher in a CAl/CMI environment (Baker, 1978 (Baker, , 1981 . For example, in CAllCMI, a teacher records, assigns, evaluates, arranges, reports, organizes and coordinates with the help of a computer. These functions are not really new because they are performed every day by teachers as part of their pro fession. However, these functions are highlighted in computer-assisted and computer-managed instruction. What happens in the LOGO environment? Does a teacher still spend as much time supervising instruction as in CAllCMI? Not likely! In LOGO, a teacher spends more time on guiding and co ·learnlng than on grad ing and report·wrltlng.
LOGO also forces teachers to recogni ze potential learning problems and learning successes in s tudents as part of the guidance and co-learning process. Since many problem-solving strategies pay off only at the end o f a long and arduous process, teachers can not rely as much on objective tests of student performance. Rather, teach-24 ers are forced to rely on their experienced Judgments. This situation contrasts sharply with the type of evaluation that takes place in mastery-based, ind lvldual ized CAI lessons. In the latter c ase, student prog ress depends on an ob· Jective demonstration by the studen t of each com ponent skill (Carter, 1981) .
Several things can now be said about the teacher's role in the LOGO environment. Teachers who wish to use LOGO in their classrooms c an look forward to a very active teaching/learning experience. This is the case because LOGO works best when the teacher acts as a guide and co-learner for the student. Teachers will also have to deal with a student's failures and turn them into occasions for further learning. Teachers, in effect, will have to become autonomous learners who guide others on ihe same path. Finally, teachers will have to rely on their experience and Intuitive judgements as they guide novice learners.
Summary
In su mmary, we can now treat the three questions asked earlier as a uni t. Learning to use LOGO to create "objects-to-think·with" In any subject area is a way of learn· Ing how to learn in that area. LOGO shifts the focus of learning from component facts and concepts to wholistic skills without sacrificing preci sion at the component level. It does this by providing a rigoro us and well-defined environmen t where a learner can experience high level concepts, top-down problem-solving approaches, and local procedural thinking. It may not be as useful lor creating vague, fuzzy, o r even contradictory "objects-10-thinkwlth." Finally, LOGO will force teachers to become more like master teachers who guide others on the path o f teaching and learn Ing.
If a new technology does not fit comfortably in the scheme of things or seems powerful enough to pose a threat, it is resisted until it can be reshaped into a tool.
Instructional technology and decision making by Robert Heinich
It is a cllche In ed ucation that It Is easier to invent technology than It Is to get II into general use. Certainly the major problem of technology Is In marketing, but perhaps the opening statement st1o uld bo modified by sayi ng that some techno logy Is easier to invent than to get into generat use. The extent to which any technology is wel· corned into an economy or an economic subculture depends on whom it affec ts, how it affects them and whether po· tential beneficiaries are In a deolslon-maklng position. Be· cause the larger sys tem within which we fu nc tion encourages the development and use o f technology, we assume that all its sub-systems do.
The pecu tiar nature o f the ed ucational sub-system is that decisions to use or not to use technology are most frequen tly mad e by those who are po tentiall y threatened by the tec hnology and not by those who potentially benefit from the Introduction o f technology. Because of potential threats to job security, tea<:hers tend to reduce all technology to the status of aids-to the status of tools used at their discretion. It a new or Improved technology fits comfortably within the role ol toot, lhen its adoption is much more readily assured. ff a new technology does not flt comfortably In the current scheme of things as an aid-a tool (e.g. tetevislon)-but rather seems to be powerful enough to pose a threat, the new technology Is re· sisted until it can be reshaped Into a tool.
In education we tend to think that the natural client for alt instructional technology Is the teacher or professor. We tend to see no difference between, for example, the overhead projector and a television system. In reality, Introduction of the overhead projector does not change or th reaten the power relationships In the classroom. A television system on the o ther hand has the potent ial to change power relationships among faculty, students, adRobert Heinich is professor of education and head of the Department of Instructional Systems Technology at Indiana University.
Educations/ Considerations. Vol. 10, No . 2, Spring, t983 ministrators and public (as represented by legislatures, school boards, etc). Because of th is difference, d ecisions to use overhead projec tors are best mad e at the classroom level; bu t decisions to install and, more Importan tly, use television sys tems cannot be left solely with the fac · ulty.
Decisions to install television systems are generally made at administrative levels, but decisions to use ultimately fac e faculty veto. We do not fully appreciate the Importance of examining innovations in terms o f their potential Impact o n power relationships. . Let me illustrate with an example from industry that Is based in the history of technology. Suppose a sales representative from a machine tool maker demonstrates to the manag er of a plant that manufactures machine screws a new tool to cut threads. The new tool permits a faster cut, doesn't wear out as quickly and is easier to mount In the lathe The forema n wastes no time in showing the new tool io the lathe operators who are delighted to try it out.
Here is obviously an innovation that has high probabil ity of bei ng accepted by the work force-and the manager is wise to consult them .
Next year the sales representative demonstrates to the manager of the plant a new tathe that automatically fashions machine screws. Fewer operators are needed to produce the same volume ol screws. The plant manager immediately recog nizes an innovation that wi ll have an Im· pac t drastically d ifferent from the tool he adopted a year ago. Here now is a device that will appeal to the o wner of the plant because it will make his company more cost effective. The c onsumer benefits also because the uni t price of machine screws will dro p. In the long run, the workers also benefit from the expanded job markets that result. But In the short run the manager knows the lathe operators wil I not look kindly on a mach lne that WI 11 do their job. 1 am not suggesting by this analogy that children can be treated like machine screws. The point Is that It Is Important to look at technology from the point o f view of how It affects the system and th e relatio nships between and among those working within the sys tem.
Many media del ivery sys tems are Inherently capable of assuming the major burden o f Instruction: television, prog rammed instruction, computer administered lnstruc· tion, aud io-tutorial techr.iques, etc. The main question is whether our current instructional management systems encourage their use as mainline sources of Instruction or reduce them to supplementary aids. Given the presenl fiscal problems facing the schools, this Is a critical distinction. Any technology reduced to supplementary status becomes an add-on cost that Is regarded as a dispensable luxury. A very reveal ing study would be to give teachers a comprehensive array of technology i n a hypothetical situation and observe how they would peel away technologies as budgets are progressively cut. It will never occur to teachers to increase productivity through the technology available to them (that Is, reduce t he labor Intensiveness o f instruction, which in the long run is the best approach to making real salary gains). And the most durable tech· nology, the last to go, will be the textbook.
The textbook is worth examining because It has been aro und so long, has become so much a part o f the sys tem, that we tend not to think of it as a product of technology. The textbook endures for two main reasons: cost efficiency and the symbiotic relationship that has developed over a long period of time between teacher and textbook.
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Publishers, who make their money through large scale adoptions and who, therefore, must be considered the most successful diffusion specialists, are sensitive to bot h. When money was In good supply, prod uction values such as p ictures, graphs and color were generously In· corporated. As money started to dry up, textbooks became leaner, monochromatic and less lavishly illustrated.
Publishers also found out that th e symbiotic rela· tionshlp Is disturbed if the book takes over too much of the instructional burden. A text is essentially a course of study between hard covers. It requires the teacher to translate it Into effective instruction. If the text translates itself Into Ins truc tion, as in a programmed text , the sym· biotic relationship is d isturbed, and the text is rejected. During my briel tenure in the publishing business, I learned that the hard way. The more " pedagogical aids" (in publisher's parlance) provided with the text the better, but there is a very important difference between "pedagogical aids" and self·instruction: the former under· scores the need for the teacher. The point is that the adop· ters are tel ling publishers that they want something that is supportive, not threaten ing.
Other delivery systems can be looked at the same way. It Is easier to sell and adopt individual film titles than it is a course taught by film-and not just because of cost or research ·evidence of the lack of effectiveness of th~ filmed course. (Of course, we should know by now that de· clslons to adopt technology, or any innovation, are not made on the basis of research evidence.) When the Agency for Instructional Television produces a series of prog rams for schools, it knows it wi ll sell more programs if each pro· 26 gram stands alone rather than articulates closely with the one before and the one after. And soon .
We must become more sophisticated in how we as· sess the relationship of technological innovations to lev· els of decision making and then we must pursue adoption at the appropriate level. The adoption proce. ss for a programmed text should not follow the process of adopting a textbook. Adoption of a televised course must be handled differently than reception of Individual television pro· grams. A complete course on fi lm requires different adop· lion procedures than purchase of individual titles. Our ex· perlence in television and filmed courses teaches us that it is easier to adopt complete courses in subject areas not currently taught at all. For example, a course In physics delivered by film can more easily be introduced in to a high school that does not have a course in physics.
We are currently going through a shortage of quali· lied teachers in science and mathematics. Will this mean that our high schools wil l be more receptive to courses de· livered by technological means? Are the administrators In our schools prepared to handle technologically delivered instruction, or will they repeat our experience of the late 1950s and 1960s when televised and filmed courses and programmed textbooks were undermined by the traditional adoption process? We will soon be offered com· plete courses delivered through computers. How will we handle the decision maki ng process implied by instruc· tion available to the fingertips of students sitting at computer terminals? In order to answer that question we must have a better unders tand ing of how levels of decision making are affected by the nature of the technology in· valved .
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Introduction Despite profound improvements In our understand· Ing of many technologies, the technology of crystal ball gazing has not shared in that happy trend . Gailng Into the crystal ball, or technology forecasting as some prefer to call it, remains a haiardous occupation. While there Is an element of chance in all forecasts (even tide charts are stated as forecasts), technological forecasters have a particularly poor record. However, believing any forecast Is better than none, I offer a number of near-term prognostl· cations for your consideration.
There Is some evidence to suggest that near-term (3·7 years) technological futures can best be predicted by examining current trends. Beyond that time, as yet unforeseen, scientific and engineering breakthroughs coulel dra· matlcally alter the scenario. With that caveat, this article projects probable near·term developments in educational tech no1ogy.
A Definition
First, what Is educational technology? Educational technology ls much more than the glittering pieces of hare!· ware we have become accustomed to in our dally lives. Rather, It lnclueles a variety of people (learners, lnstruc· tors, designers, managers, etc.), materials (sometimes called software), knowledge and information and their ac· companying communication channels and lastly the hard· ware. Advanced technology also assumes specialization of labor, division of work and rapid accurate flow of In for· mation to and from all parts of a system . By this definition Kent L. Gustafson is a professor and acting chair of the Department of Educational Media and Librarian· ship at the University of Georgia.
Educational Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 2, Spring, 1983 a computer is not technology. It is part of a technology which also requires people, knowledge, materials, and in· · formation if it is to perform any useful tasks. Further, edu· cational technology is not llmlte<I to schools. Industry is now spending three times as much on education and train· ing as is spent on all ol public education. Having less tra· dition and fewer existing Instructional practices in place, business and industry and the military are very much in the forefront of applying "educational " technology. Al· most without exception they will be among the first to adopt the technology described herein.
Why, you may be asking, is such emphasis being placed on a definition of educational technology? The rea· son Is that many of the most Important events of the near· term future will focus on Improving the Interfaces among these components of technology in order to reap their potential benefit. By interface, we mean the Interconnection and intera· ction among the parts. Technology simply doesn't work if the components don't Interact as speci· lied. In the near future, I believe the greatest Impact on education and training will oocur as a result of improving these Interfaces rather than as a result of spectacular hardware breakthroughs. Let's now examine several existing types of hardware to see how devel()jlments in the area of interfaces will likely occur.
Computers
Consider the increasingly popular smal l computer. As a piece of hardware it has a number of useful applications,-paper weight, boat anchOr, conversation piece, child's toy, etc. However, coupling it with appropriate applications programs and people who know how to use it opens a vast array of options. The key new element is not the computer-it has been around for some time. Unlock· ing its potential are its lower cost and relat ive ease of use. The biggest news about computers in education and train· ing in the near future is that they will continue to become more readily available and much easier to use.
Easier use will result from software that is more friendly to users. That ls, users will be able to interact with computers in common English language rather than the esoteric languages so popular with computer freaks. For example, until now, administrators who wished to use data based management systems had to rely on computer specialists to obtain ou~put from a computer. Any variation in the format of requested data required incantations from the programmer and often a long wait. New data based management systems are on the horizon which will make it possible for managers to examine and manipulate large data bases, analyze data and prepare reports quickly and directly without knowing any significant amount of programming. This developmen t has greater near· term im· plications for administrators than the fact that "x" com· pany is about to announce a new super chip capable of storing one megabyte of information, etc., etc. The key de· velopment will be computer application programs struc· lured to correspond to how people think and commu· nicate. This contrasts sharply with current programs which force people to think like computers and learn to speak their language.
other significant news about computers Is that most of them will not be used to' "compute." Word processing, data management and instruction (in that order of acceptance) will become the principal applications of comput· ers in education and training. Word processing holds enormous potential for improving the quality and effl.
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Hortin and Teague: Educational Considerations, vol. 10(2) Full Issue ciency of both Instruction and administration. Preparation of instructional materials such as handouts, worksheets, curriculum guides. etc., can be greatly enhanced by use of word processing. Similarly, administrative correspon· dence, record keeping and reporting can be made more ef· ficient by using word processing. Word processing pack· ages are becoming available which require virtually no knowledge of computers or programming and will run on multi-purpose computing machines. Further, these pack· ages will have built-in dictionaries to check spelling and grammar programs to analyze sentence structure and length, subject-verb agreement and incorrect or poor use of vocabulary. (No more embarrassment due to misspelled words in flyers sent home to parents or to potential busi· ness clients.) When compute,.based instruction is mentioned, most educators think of students sitting at a computer engaged in drill and practice or question and answer exercises. While these are legitimate uses of computers and will con· tinue, the future will see rapid expansion of other In· creased uses of computers. First, computers will be used more ror managing rather than delivering Instruction. Rec· ord keeping, test generation, machine test scoring, and on-line testing will be more acceptable to teachers than sending students to engage in drill and practice on a com· puter. Secondly, students will use the computer much more as tooi than a tutor. For example, it will be used as a word processor for reports, calculator for arithmetic operations, simulator for case studies and processor for self·g~nerated experiments. It will also be the object of in· struction at all levels of education as we examine its operation, applications and very importantly, its impact on society. Personally, I just don't see it being used much as an ordinary tutor for drill and practice or programmed in· structional materials. Students don't like them for these uses and neither do instructors.
How will all this new generation of case studies, sim · ulations, etc. be created? Three sources will become im· portant. It is my opinion that individual teachers will not become the primary source of computer-based materials. Why not? Teachers don' t know enough about designing varied forms of instruction. The computer and Its pro · grams wil l not be the problem but rather teachers' lack of knowledge and experience In planning Interactive I earning experiences. Hence, there is a critical rote to be played by commercial producers, school districts, consortia or insti· tutlons, professional associations and government agen· cles in producing and distributing materials. Commercial producers. educational agencies, teachers and students will all contribute to development of the necessary in· structlonal packages. So-called "driver" programs will be· come available to faci litate local preparation or rather complex materials. Libraries ol high quality graphics will be available as will large data bases for manipulation and experimentation.
Cable
The TV cables being installed in most urban and sub· urban areas also have major educational implications in the near future. Obviously, educational programs can be sent to homes as has been done over the airwaves for years. But the big news will be interactive cable. With the proper equipment on both ends, the cable can be used to request specific programming (a two-minute message on treating insect bites from the local hospital), interact with a simulation (assignment from the biology teacher on ge· 28 netics) or take a test (home-bound student). Interactive cable systems capable of carrying large numbers of messages in both directions can link the school, library, museum, local college and home to provide a variety of edu· cational alternatives to users.
Extended learning opportunities for adults will be in· creased by reducing travel time and cost and permitting study/interaction 24 hours a day. Home-bound students, working or part-time student Interns and others who may just not want to go to school wil I have a vehicle for keep· ing Involved in their studies. Electronic mail and message systems will provide necessary personal communication and general announcements for students not in the school. Administrators should note that messages for par· ents can also be distributed.electronically to specified in · dividuals or everyone via cable. Individually addressable TV sets make it possible to tailor messages or delete por· tions of communication not relevant to specific individ· uals.
Al I the physical technology for interactive cable has been available for several years. Recent developments make it likely that phone companies can also ofter com· parable services via their lines. Any delay In utilizing this hardware is based on cost and human factors. Since much of the cable is already being laid and most homes and of· fices have phones, the cost factor shOuld decrease in sig· nificance. However, human factors such as school attendance requirements, funding procedures based on "school.age" chi ldren, labor intensive, teacher-oriented educational environments and tradition will remain obsta· cles.
Satellites Satellite communication will also play an Increased role in education and training. In particular, companies are beginning to use satell ites to transmit training programs to numerous sites. Present cost figures make satellite communication feasible only under some conditions. However, substantial cost reductions In the near future are expected to accelerate its use. Relatively inexpensive receiver antennae will contribute to this cost reduction along with increased satellite capaci ty and greater compe· titian among vendors. Educational conferences and meet· ings will make increasing use of satellite communication to reduce cost associated with travel and accommoda· lions. Business and multiple-campus universities will in· crease their use of sate I I it es to offer courses in several lo· cations. However, other educational institutions will likely offer little educational programming via satellite.
Data transmission via satellite will greatly increase as educational institutions realize the benefit of accessing existing data bases and sharing data among themselves. Likewise, state and federal educational agencies will make greater use of satellites for collecting and d issemi· nating information.
Video-Imaging Integration of sound, simulated motion and very high quality graphics opens a variety of options never before available. For example, tiow about a 1,000 live resolution TV image (about 2 1/2 times as sharp as current images) which can be rotated or examined from any perspective. (Did I forget to mention it is a 3·D perspective?) This means in anatomy you can go inside the heart and look around or in architecture you can first look at the building from above and at ground level and then take a visual stroll
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inside. Computer-generated visuals which until now have been dismally poor in quality are about to make a quantum leap in improvement. Lasers will be employed to a greater extent to provide more realistic 3-0 images which you can walk around or rotate. Reduction in cost, size and com· plexity of lasers is almost certain to bring about increased use, especially in training programs or other instruction which focuses on real objects.
Interactive Video Learner-controlled interactive video will also become more common. Video disk and video tape will both be used to provide a vast array of still and motion images to learners. When learners are provided a computer and ap· propriate programming, they can be allowed to explore the contents of a video tape or disk as they desire or be care· fu lly scheduled through its contents. Still and motion se· quences, as well as sound and verbal material, can all be integrated into a single program. As of today, the principal limitation on use of interactive video is lack of well-designed sequences. There is a wealth of existing visual material and it seems likely that some portion of it will be tapped when knowledge of how to arrange it into interactive packages becomes known. As mentioned earlier, computer programs will become available which will make it very easy for non-programmers to prepare instructional programs around existing video materials once the psychological principles of effective interactive instruction become widely known.
Synthesized Speech Synthesized speech is certain to play a role in education and training within a few years. Talking toys, elevators and shuttle buses are on ly the beginning. High quality human-like speech is already possible and its cost will drop rapidly in the near future. How about "talking" with a chip in a southern dialect or in Chinese? Language instruction (English and foreign) will change greatly as voice recognition devices Improve. Carrying on a verbal conversation with your computer is closer than most of us think. Voice recognition and synthesis have enormous potential for conventional classrooms but may see their first wide use in special education where their applications are more obvious. However. it would be a gross error to assume that use by students with special needs is their primary application. Neither should voice recognition and synthesis be thought of solely as classroom devices. How about auto· mated voice systems permitting you to register for college courses via the phone or to schedule parent/teacher conferences?
Instructional Design/Development What can we expect in the area of designing instruc· tion? Unfortunately, I see little of profound importance occurring in the next few years. It would appear we are con· tlnulng to plow the same worn ground in learning theory. While research on lateral specialization of the brain holds some promise, I personally doubt It will have a major near· term influence on how we design instruction. We already know more about teaching and learning than we apply. Like the proverbial farmer, "We don 't farm now as well as we know how." This is a people interface which will be ex· tremely difficult to modify In most educational settings. I am less than sanguine about rap id advances on this front in the near future.
Similarly, our models of the instructional develop. ment process show little prospect of soon leading us to any brave new world. Almost no significant conceptual ad· vances have occurred in these models in the last few years and I predict none in the near future. Like a biological chain of organisms, our present approaches may have reached their maximum extent of development and be headed for extinction . We can hope this extinction would be due to replacement by conceptually more powerful models of how to modify institutional environments as well as instructional settings. Only when we can change the organization can we change how we "farm." As an aside, my hunch is that new significant contributions to the technology of instructional development will come from the fields.of management, economics and evaluation rather than psychology.
Pharmaceuticals
Chemically modified learning along with retention is probably the most frightening technology to contemplate. Almost no one wants to even talk about it, but it is not go· ing to go away. One of the great moral and ethical dilem· mas we are certain to face in the near future is the role of chemicals in altering learning and memory. The scandal over use of depressants and other drugs lo sedate " hyperactive" children provides only a glimmer of the magnitude of the issue. What about a pill to increase attention (an "upper") or another to calm noisy kids (a "downer") or one to enhance memory-or block it? When we learn how to stimulate the brain to recall more of what Is known to be there, who will decide the when and how and why?
If you feel more than a little uneasy about chem ical educational technology, welcome to the club. Although I am a supporter of educational technology, I have grave concerns about how we will approach pharmaceuticals. We can start the discussion now, or we can wait until they are already in wide use. I fear we will take the latter route.
Conclusion
The technologies described here already exist. They are not of the next decade, they are now and tomorrow. They are the educational technology we must wrestle with immediately. This article was written and rewritten on a personal computer. That same computer can " talk" via ca· ble and satellites and central video tape and disk and lasers. It can synthesize speech, provide Instruction, and structure simulation and gaming lessons if I want to create them. If this article disappointed you because it failed to alert you to some "gee-whizzy" technology, my goal is accomplished. The message Is that the near-term future Is now! I end on a cautionary note lest you think I am an edu· cational technology Pollyanna. Technology can help but also harm, It can free but can also enslave. It can make us more human, but it can also dehumanize. Throughout re· corded history, technology has been a two-edged sword. Educational technology is no exception. Make no mistake about II, we will use more technology in education and training. We can use It wisely and well or take the other path. The choice Is ours.
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We can no longer ignore the fact t hat a pictu re is not neutral.
Picture as visual text
by Ann Devaney Becke r A picture is not neutral. The image with in ii has been organized by another hu man being, framed, shot through a tens, printed and presented within a border. It is an Image " upon which meaning has already been conferred." (Nlch· ols, 1981) Individual interpretation is embedded In each step of the photographic prooess, so a picture, para· doxlcally, may bring viewers a glimpse of an unknown image whll~ distancing them from that real world Image. In this complex process, interpretation continues afler the making of a picture. Layered with meaning, the end prod· uct, the picture, Is presented to viewers who read It and bring Interpretation to what might now be called the visual text (Bart hes, 1977a) .
The hidden process of layering In terpretation upon In· t~rpretatlon Is apparent in the case of an advertisement. A viewer who drives past a billboard advertising toothpaste Is acutely aware of the fact that the larger-than -li fe spar· kllng white, capped teeth are there to persuad e vle..:ers 10 buy a particular brand of toothpaste. The absent graphic designer Is not present but the verbal message, limited to the name or the toothpaste, is aimed at persuading the viewer to buy the product. Properties or characteristics In· herent in the picture have accomplished the job. What was i~cluded In a~d excluded from the frame has meaning. Size and pos1t1on of the focal point of interest are an Inter· p~elation, as are focal distance, angle and lighting of the picture. The graphic designer relies on structural units to communicate meaning. Viewers, or at least drivers, are ac· customed to such visual assaults and are keenly aware o f the Intent o f bl II boards.
. Billboards are pictures which have the same proper· li es as textbook Images, or pictures used In lnslruotlonal materials, or visual media used as stimulus materials In !nstructlonal technology research. In fact, the billboard image has the same properties as images defined and dis· cussed In theories of learn ing from pictures. Yet lnstruc· tlonal media designers, researchers, teachers and slu· dents oflen ignore inherent visual messages when using texts or Instructional materials, when using pictures as stl~uli In research designs, or when d iscussing the man· ner on which voewers process, store and recall Information from a picture.
Ann Devaney Becker Is an associate professor of ed· uc atlo nal technology in t he Department of Curricu· lum and Instruction at the University of Wlscon · sin -Mad ison.
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Problem In the past .20 years efforts have been made by In· st~uct1onal media researchers 10 employ differentiated stimulus materials In research designs. Significant growth in this direction can be assessed by lhe trend away from a comparison ol undifferentiated stimuli, I.e., still vs. mo· tion pictures, to comparison of characteristics within a medium, i.e., zoomi ng vs. no zooming I n a television les· son (Salomon, 1979 ), yet few people have been willing to approach a pictorial stimulus as a text which is read. Layers of interpretation are difficu lt to Identify and investiga· tors are often reluctant to grapple wi th the structural units of a picture: Th~ task o f interpretation, then, has been left lo communocatoon researchers and art and fil m critics· yet it is evident thal nol only moseum pho tograph s and films but in structional pictures are layered with meaning. That the task of decod ing Instructio nal pictures is difficult or that the task is hard to flt within the current research paradigm does no t vitiate the ract that a picture is not neu· lral. If a picture is used as an undifferen tiated stimulus in instructional technology research, layers of interpretation already present will confound the results of an experimen· tal study unless these layers are accounted for. Explanations of learning from pic tures also need to address the claim of picture as visual text.
Early research
World War II research forms a base for investigation in the field of instructional technology as it is known to· day. Instructional media researchers duri ng and after Wo rtd War II were in the thrall of operan t conditioning as a model of behavior. Programmatic research (WWI I) under a behavioral model brought some rigor lo a field which pre· viously had engaged In non-rigorous case studies. Pre· World War II film research, however, was conducted and sponsored by film makers, administrators librarians artists, photographers, as well as educators. These wer~ the people who represented the emerging instructional media field in the early Department of Audiovisual instruction. Not intrigued with the new directions in instructional media research and application, artists, filmmakers librarians and others broke away to join their own areas 0 01 con· cern.
Certainly the post.World War II decades can be called the ag_e of specialization in most fields, not only that of in· s_truct1onal technology. Specialization did encourage a rigorous pursuit of instructional media and learning is· sues, yet the growing insights of scholars in arl, film and photography were generally excluded from that pursuit. Specialization within the respective fields has also intro· duced rigor to lhe exploration of Interpretation of images. If instruc tional media researchers s tudy and employ the same_ class o f images as those used in photography, art and film, they might examine some techniques for inter· pretation of visual text with an eye toward incorporation and accommodation within their own field of study. 
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Educational Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 2 [1983] , Art. 14 http://newprairiepress.org/edconsiderations/vol10/iss2/14 DOI: 10.4148/0146-9282.1804 (1969) lists ten parts of a picture which yield meaning within a frame. John Kennedy (1974) lists seven methods of line representation which interpret surface within a frame. Artists may speak of border, line, color and shape as structural units which give meaning to a painting while photographers speak of frame, focal point, focal distance, angle and light as structural units. The divergent names of these units do not suggest confusion as much as they suggest the use of borrowed structures. Film borrowed some of its structure from photography, and photography borrowed some of its structure from painting . All the vi· sual arts share some structural units and apply these units in a similar manner. Such application is a code, so visual arts have some similar infrastructures and borrow codes from one another. Each visual art, however, does have some un ique codes. The search, therefore, for the proper name of a structural unit may not be as important as its frequency of use and necessity in the construction of the work.
Eleanor Gibson (1969) in her seminal work on percep· tion suggests frame, focal point, proximity, angle of ap· proach and depth perception as key units of a photograph. If motion is added to the pic ture, additional units present themselves for interpretation, such as the plane of the image, the plane of the space photographed, and the plane of depth perception (Monaco, 1977) . Structural units of motion, such as panning, tilting, and zooming and switches, such as cuts, fades, dissolves and wipes, are fa· mi liar.
Use of structural units Beyond the mere description of structural units within a picture lies the more engaging issue of how these structures yield mean ing. Like words in a sentence, they yield meaning because of their pattern of usage. Like words in a sentence, they yield primari ly conlextual meaning. And surprisingly enough, like words, these units are con· notative as well as denotive, for example, space included within a frame may be defined by what is imagined to lie outside the frame.
• The unit of frame, then , is highly connotative. · The word code has been used to describe the pattern of usage of these structural units. Calls for the study of codes in visual media have come from Wilbur Schramm (1977) , Gavriel Salomon (1979) and Howard Levie (1978) among others. In his work on symbolic codes Levie (1978) discussed the relationship between pictorial codes and mental operations and suggested that visual literacy study focus on this relationship. A team from the Univer· sity of Iowa's Visual Scholar's Program (Cochran et al. 1980 ) addressed the issue of meaning, especially social meaning, In the relationship between visual media and mental operations. Codes or usage patterns of structural units of the TV frame have also been recently addressed by Mettallnos (1979) .
Outside the field of instructional technology, codes are often considered within the domain of sem iotics, a general science of treating "sign systems" (de Saussure, 1966) . Visual media, such as photographs, film, filmstrips and television, communicate through the use of visual signs and symbols and are ripe for semiotic analysis. One analyst, Roland Barthes (1982) , has most recently ad· dressed the question posed earlier, namely, "How do struc· tural units yield their meaning in a study of photography?" These analysts attempt to describe the parameters of a sign system, such as photography, by close observation of the existing medium. Basic objectives of this type of analysis call for a logical description of the codes and signs that give meaning to the system. These codes and signs must be observed from the inside of an existing medium. One must understand how they are used and what they contribute to the whoie system.
Although semiotic analysis' is diverse, that body of literature does yield some answers to questions posed previously about the description and patterns of usage (codes) of structural units within visual media. In other words, the semiotic' literature might yield analytic techniques for inierpretation of visual text which could be incorporated In instructional technology research. Which structural units and which codes have been insightfully described In the semiotics · of visual media? Roland Barthes describes structural units and their relation to the cultu re in which they are found. Not on ly does his analysis include visual systems, i.e., photographs, street signs, and film, but music and writing as well. His sweep is broader than some other analysts, with emphasis on orders of sign ification. Since he deals primarily with order of signification , that is, levels of mean ing in the work pre· sented, his techniques lend themselves to the investigation of the social, cultural and ideolog ical meanings embedded in visual media. That is not to say he ignores basic units. His first level of signification is the representation of the image. He moves swiftly through it to second and th ird order signifi· cations where his contribution is strong. Units of meaning addressed in the second order are immediately social, i.e., myth or shared cultural meaning and connotation. His third order addresses the manner in which shared cultural meaning is organized into a belief or ideology.
Barthes has contributed an awareness of tne social and inherently ideological meaning of any visual text. His contribution should not be and has not been Ignored. Many current literary and media analyses are indebted to Barthes, but two outstanding treatments which owe a par· t ial debt to Barthes are Reading Television (Fiske and Hartley, 1978) and Ideology and The Image (N ichols, 1981) . Fiske and Hartley describe structural units of British tele· vision, their patterns of usage and social meaning. These authors tend to address smaller units t han does Barthes, but their analyses are social. Reading Television unveils the " myths" o r shared cultural meanings embedded in video images, describes television "reality" and compares the manner in which television interacts with the culture itself. The book is a fine antidote to the consideration of television as a undifferentiated treatment in an instruc· tional media experiment, and it also argues clearly for the teaching of television read ing or ihe interpretation of video in the classroom.
A more complex treatment of social meaning and visual media can be found in Ideology and Image (1981) , which draws upon perception theory and psyehoanalysis as well as Barthes' principles of semiotics to complete Its task. Working quickly through communication signs, per· ception theory, and essentially the Lacanian perception of self, Nichols (1981) carefully relates this discussion to ad· vertisements and then leaps to a analysis of many forms of cinema. His strokes are broad, but his message is clear. Prescriptive ideological values are embedded in all visual media.
Christian Metz (197 4) may be cited for semiotic analysis of Iii m that is more detailed and concerned with aesthetic as well as social meaning . Unlike Barthes, Metz 31consistently addresses small units of filmic structure, such as shot. In fact, he desc rihes patterns of shot and scene usage In a hierarc hy. The description lies along two axes, syntagmatic, whic h considers the sign selected in the shot or scene, and paradigmatic, which considers the set of signs from which the shot or scene was drawn. Besides providing a rigorous model for analysis of film, which he calls his Grand Syntagmatic, Metz mounts compelling arguments for the language of film. After Metz, one can not claim that visual med ia do not have their own communication system. That system may be called a language.
Relying on Barthes, Gianfranco Bettellnl (1973) pre· sents a detailed social, aesthetic and technical analys is of the language of film. He contrasts this film language w ith some television techniques.
The most thorough linguistic analysis of film has been made by John Carroll in Toward a Structural Psychol · ogy of Cinema (1980). Carroll leans heavily on lransforma· tional grammar and argues that film language is generative.
Codes and visual media The description of vi sual codes is the domain not only of sem iotics. Social scientists have concerned them· selves w ith s uch descri ption for some time. Erving Goff· man (1979) uses the concept of "frame" to explore an ethnographic analysis of advertisements.
Wonh and Adair (1972) In a famous study with Navajo Indians asked questions about which compositional style novices would use when asked to tell a story with film.
They found that native narrative styles used to tell existing Navajo myths and s tories emerged in film composition. In fact, certain grammatical structures were transferred in· tact to lilm composition. In other words, narrative codes embedded in Navajo mY1h dominated the new medium or supplied a borrowed infrastructure for their film.
A study similar to the Worth and Adair study was con· ducted by ethnomethodologists Beryl Bel lman and Ben· netta J ules·Rosette (1977) in Africa. They asked approxi· mately the same questions of natives selected from two African communities in Liberia and Zambia. Questions about compositional style of novices were posed. Video cameras were given to the selected participants who then created their own stories on tape. Traditional narrative codes whic h appear in the oral literature of both o l these tribes were transferred to the composi tion of videotape. As with the Navajos, the Africans' compositional style was narrative. When Bellman and Jules·Rosette conducted this same study with American TV production nov· Ices, it was found that their dominant compositional style was d ramatic , not narrative. Bellman and Jules-Rosette gave a detailed reading of the units of motion contai ned in the narrative s tyle of videotaping. Patterns whic h emerged on the tapes were extensi ve use of panning for establis h· ing shots, s low panning throughout, an absence of zooms (whereas Americans used the zoom), use of dollying and use of hesitations. What they described for the first lime were codes of narration in documentary videotape.
Th is paper has presented an argument for the consid· eratlon of any picture as a visual text. It has presented applicable desc riptive analysis and research from Investigators who have approached plotures as visual text and sug· gested that Instructional technology research address itself to this .. state of the an .. analysis in visual media. The accommodation of visual text In instructional technology 32 need not require a paradigm shill. Even through semiotic analysts use the time honored method of individual in· terpretation in their investigation, instructional media researchers c ou ld use existing observational methods. Pre· else observation Is a social science method which pro· vldes verification and generalizability. The task is enor. mous but workable, and one can no longer ignore the fact that a picture is not neutral.
Reference Notes t. For a thorough descrip tion of!ha moaning of a frame read Noel Burch's dl-scusslon o f space v1itl)lo the cinema frame and imagined space outside this frame In Theory of Film Practice.
2. The scope of thi$ paper does l\Ot Include a basic expla"8tlon of semiotics_, only examples of its application. For a basic discus· slon read Terrace Hawkes' Structunllllsm and Semiotics.
In the next few years we should be able to reflect and build carefu l models of technology.
The next decade of instructional technology research
by Richard E. Clark rve always thought lhal writers who Icy to predict the state of a field beyond a few months are guilty of project· Ing their wishes onto supposedly objective forecasts of the future. For that reason I tend to set aside unread all manuscripts which begin-"By the year 2,000 .... " Even presumably objective methods of future fore· casting such as Q·sort and other summaries of "expert opinion" are suspicious because they tend to be high ly subfective ind ividual goal statements in summary form . With this bias in mind then, f am going to try to make some limited projections concerning the direction of research for the next few years while allempting to separate my wishes from what I perceive lhe "reality" of things will be. With your forbearance, I'll begin wilh my view of the realities of research in our field during the next 10 years.
Realistic Trends In Instructional Technology Research
I generally find four crucial realities confronting re· search in Instructional technology, and three of them are mildly alarming: 1. Graduate programs in instructional technology will con· tinue to deemphasize research and research training and focus Instead on design and development.
Research questions will become increasingly d istant
from the most popular design and development models. 3. Media research will continue to dominate the field In spite of evidence that media variables do not contribute lo learning, achievement or performance. I. Research Deemphasized There is no indlcallon that the trend has d iminished. We can hope thal lhls Is a temporary problem. It has been partly caused by the difficult economic limes which have led to greatly diminished financial support for both re· search and research training. Olher possible contributors are the increasing concern with jobs on the part of pro· speclive grad uate sludenls and the reluctance of faculty to insist on rigorous training. Students assume thal re· search training is preparing them for jobs In research laboralorles and correctly assess that there are few of those types of jobs available. Of course, they tend lo forget that indepth knowledge of research is required to acquire "consumer" skills which allow technologists to advance their profession. Faculty contribute lo lhe trend through a tear that the diminishing pool of graduale students will select programs which deemphasize research in favor of instructional design or media production. Pro· grams without students tend to be eliminated by cost con· scious universities.
Of course, it is research which leads mosl directly and consistently to successful technology. When re· search is deemphasized by our graduate training lnstltu· lions, the young people enter the profession wilh little training or inclination to advance knowledge. This may lead to a situation in which there is increasing d istance between the types of questions asked in our limited re· search programs and the Instructional desl!fn models currently being util ized.
II. Increasing Distance Between Research Questions
and Design Models Our most successful and popular Instructional de· sign models are the "mas tery" approaches which have been derived from behavioral research and "learning rate" studies. On the other hand , our most popular research questions deal wilh cognitive processes, Individual d ifferences in learning and tralt·treatment interaction hypothe· ses. Researchers, having established that different learn· ers profit from d ifferent types of instruction, are in the pro· cess of refining thal insight and producing specific generalizations. Instructional designers continue to employ models of instruction which Ignore individual dllferences and attempt to find lhe best Instructional method for all students. Evidence lhat Individual differences influence achievement even in the behaviorally based mastery ap· proaches such as the Keller Plan (e.g. Reiser, 1961) Is gen · eraily ignored by developers. This is a less serious problem than ii appears to be. Part of lhe problem Is that Ind ividual differences are very ditflc. ult to accommodate In instruction given the current economic and pollllcal climate in most inslructlonal sel· tings. Another mitigating factor is that research has not progressed to lhe point where findings can be utilized to solve Instructional problems more efficiently or effec· lively at this time.
Ill. Invalid Media Research Persists
It is likely that lhe nexl few years wi ll see a continua· lion of our tendency lo repeat a very popular bul very In· valid type of research question. Since one of the main his· lorlcal origins of Instructional technology was lhe media and audio·visual movement, It Is understandable lhat me· dla questions would dominate research. However, many decades of research have failed to yield adequate media selection guidelines or a clear specification of how differ-33 ent media might enhance learning or performance. As ra· dio and movies were replaced by television and television is slowly being replaced by min icomputers as the hot topic in research, both the research Questions and the results of the studies remain typically disappointing.
The reason for the disappointment is that we simply have failed to learn from the results of past research what Keith Mielke warned us about nearly two decades ago (Mielke, 1964) . That is that there is no reason to expect a difference in learning when we contrast the relative merits of two or more med ia since mediaare generally the " inert" carriers of instructional messages rather than the "active ing redient" in learning. The many surveys and meta·analy· ses of media research studies which have been conducted since the Mielke article bear his assertion out. When there are learning benefits to be found in a med ia s tudy, they are Inevitably attributable to the instructional methods em· ployed or the content of different programs plus the types of students participating in the studies. This is a highly counterintutitive finding and as such It rubs deeply against our prejudices.
To suggest that different media or forms of media have no direct influence on learning also runs counter to the claims and pressu res of a multimillion dollar industry which exists to sell media to educators. Al I of us have been gu ilty of being persuaded more by our desires and slick advertising than by the overwhelming evidence from research. If we were to pile up all media comparison stud· ies on a continuum with one end representing studies which have shown extreme learning benefits from media and the other end representing fai lures, the resu lting pile would look very much like a normal curve. There wou ld be very few complete failures and successes but a huge num· ber of equivocal results that are largely un interpretable.
Even the successful studies would be susceptible to very plausible rival hypotheses due to design errors. Of course, there are valid questions in regard to and a critical need for media in education. Media make the delivery of instruction possible in d ifferent forms and to diverse audi· ences at potentially lower costs than our currently labor intensive delivery system. However, it is very likely that we will continue the very wasteful practice of researching tne question of media effects on learning . The alternative is to place more emphasis on instructional methods, content and learners.
Prescriptive Research and Theory Trends One encouraging trend in instructional technology has been and will continue to be the development of pre· scriptive instructional theory (e.g. Shuell, 1980) . Prescrip · live research differs from traditional research in the types of questions It addresses and the ways it draws on prior theory to develop generalizations useful in design and de· velopment. One of the main reasons why research has not been more influential in practice has been our nearly total reliance on the descriptive research and theory which characterize the " pure" and predominantly physical sci · ences. Recently we have begun to understand that addl · tional research and theory must be developed to extend the work of the more basic sciences. A basic theory of learning, for example, does not seem to have any direct utility in the design of instructional methods because It Is a description of one version of how people learn. Prescrip· live th. eory, on the other hand, attempts to provide generalizations abo.ut how people might learn, given realistic constral nts and goals. Descriptive theories of learning in· 34 volving individual differences, for example, have found that there Is a strong, positive relationship between intelli· gence and learning. The higher our general ability, the more we will learn in typical instructional settings. This k nowledge does not neces sarily help the instructional de· signer who wishes to enhance the learning of the lower ability student.
Prescriptive research and theory depend on the more basic variety o f science for their existence but they extend basic research into more utilitarian forms and generaliza· tlons. As an activity It precedes design and development which are very complicated problems in themselves. Space limitations preclude a thorough discussion of this very large issue but readers may be interested in consult· ing articles by Clark (1982) , Shuell (1981) and Glaser (1978) tor additional information. It is sufficient here to notice !hat this t rend to prescriptive research and theory is one o f the more robust and positive forces in instructional technology research and the trend will probably conti nue to grow over the next decade.
Desirable Research Trends: A Personal View In a more subjective vein, I have a great tear that our graduate programs wi ll fall victim to short sightedness. Even though we may attract more students by advertising training in design and in popular new media such as mini· computers, the more secure long term contribution is to be found in demanding depth ski lls in a variety of areas, in· eluding research. I have found that it is necessary for pro · tessional technologists to have a great deal of knowledge about research in order to understand the problems they confront well enough to generate and understand novel solutions. Giving graduates prejudiced models and solu· lions enormously decreases the half·lite they enjoy as contributing professionals and similarly affects the entire profession they represent. There must be a more posi tive middle ground between our current curriculums, the often fickle and limited goals of prospective students and the demanding and well rounded programs which will insure our conti nuing ability to contribute successfully to educa· tion and training.
Next, there Is great promise in c ertain recent research directions and less cerlain promise In others. While we should be reluctant to discourage inquiry of any kind, we simply cannot rationalize the sheer amount of certain kinds of research when compared with the benefits we have de· rived from them in the past. The media and learning ques· tion described earlier heads this list, of course. More fruit· fu I areas deal with the blending of new advances in cogn i· live psychology with existing technologies which have de· rived from behavioral research .
I have been impressed with the work of David Rumel· hart and Donald Norman on the use of analogies to teach complex procedures (Rumelhart & Norman, 1981) ; with Henry Levins' extension of the use of keyword mnemonics to teach foreign language vocabu lary and facts in se· quence (Levin , 1981) ; with Pelligrino and Glaser's (1980) highly creative studies of the mental processes that un· derlie inductive reasoning; with ttie work of Dick Snow (1981) on general abil ity and Rober! Sternberg (1980) on specific abilities which influence learning under different conditions; and with Joseph Rigney's model of the tune· tion of external instruction in influencing internal pro· cesses (Rigney, 1980) . These researchers (and many others) are gradually providing a map of the mental pro· cesses which we engage, modify or buttress with external
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Educational Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 2 [1983] , Art. 14 http://newprairiepress.org/edconsiderations/vol10/iss2/14 DOI: 10.4148/0146-9282.1804 instruction. These maps or cognitive models of learning will eventually be compatible with the behavioral technology we currently employ and should blend nicely with existing instructional methods.
Another problem being addressed in research at the present is advance in our knowledge about techniques which promote the transfer of learning. To date we have mixed information about the effectiveness of transfer technologies such as the "identical elements" technique (Clark, 1980) . However, work by Royer (t979) has added some coherence to the area and promises to Increase greatly our knowledge of technologies which promote the transfer of learning from the training environment to the application setting . One expected byproduct of this ad · vance Is more knowledge about how to transfer lnstruc· tional technologies between nations and cultures.
Limited space prevents listing more than the most outstanding directions wh ich we might take. The problem wh ich confro nts us at the moment is that we have many useful directions possible in research and a continuing development of research technology at a time when the activity is out of favor in universities and in the profession. The next few years will probably find research with lower levels of support but with the opportunity to reflect and build careful models rather than act under pressure.
